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The following work has been prepared for the purpose of 

supplying the want, very generally felt and expressed, of a short 

and lucid statement of the elementary laws of Harmony, suited 

to the needs of singers, and of those who wish to acquire a 

moderate facility in playing church music, and extemporizing. 

It is proper to state that the Rules and Examples are mostly 

condensed from Ricuter’s ‘*‘ Lenrpucw DER Harmontis,’’ now 

the text book of the Leipzig Conservatorium, the National 

Academy of Music, London ; and other schools of note. 

It is earnestly recommended to those who may use this book 

with a view to playing Church Music, that they finish the course 

by re-writing all the exercises 7 score (that is, on a set of four 

staffs, with only one voice-part on each staff,) and practising till 
they can play them with precision. 

The rules and examples contained in Chapters I to X. are 
sufficient to enable the learner to write correct and graceful 
plain harmony in four parts ; although much instruction is given 

by implication, in the Exercises, which is not expressed in the 
text. The teacher should explain these points from time to 
time, especially the necessity of giving a clear and decided 
progression to the bass part, of a judicious and tasteful mixture 
of fundamental and inverted chords, and of close and dispersed 
harmony, of avoiding perfect closes in the middle of a phrase, 
and such other points as may occur. 
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ELEMENTS OF 

THOROUGH BASS AND HARMONY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

As a perfect comprehension of what is called the Transposition of the 

Scale is necessary to enable the learner fully to appreciate the tone-rela- 

tions of the different keys, the following explanation is prefixed to the 

main portion of this work. 

The difficulties in the way of understanding the different place of the 

notes of the scale in different keys, lie chiefly in an imperfect compre- 

hension of musical notation. 

q A. The learner must bear in mind that the scale-intervals are not 

equal; those between the third and fourth, and the seventh and eighth 

sounds of the scale, being only half the distance of the others. By 

universal usage we represent the scale first in the key of C; not that the 

scale in that key is more primary or fundamental than any other, but 

simply because according to our system of representing musical sounds 

by arbitrary characters, it presents fewer difficulties to the learner. 

The scale in the key of C, will appear as follows : 

CD & ("iad *. pombe. pcm: < “Meme, 
The smaller intervals are indicated by the ties. 
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The learner will find by experiment that between C and D, D and E 
F and G, G and A, and A and B, a sound can be given with vieeaaions 
which is neither so low as the lower of the two, or so high as the hiehion’ 
but practically midway between them. But the intervals E, F, and B, 
C, do not admit of this intermediate tone, for we cannot sing a note with 
precision, a little higher than B, without actually sounding the note C ; 
nor a little lower than C without sounding the note B. 
{ B. These intermediate definite sounds are represented in two ways; 

1, by writing a note on the lowest of the two notes, with a # before it ; 

or, 2, by writing a note on the highest of the two notes, with a b before 

it; thus: the F4# and Gb being identical iu pitch. 

—— a 
Bo. tee 3G G Gb F 

The scale with all these intermediate sounds represented as above, is 

technically called the Chromatic scale, not that it forms a distinct and 

separate scale, but merely for convenience. 

A shght acquaintance with the key-board of a Piano-Forte will 

render the following example plain, and the statement of { A perfectly 

obvious. | 

7 La IE CRT EER BEEN Te II 

—— ee 
c= Zo- = ta 

C c# D p# EF FH G GHA AB C 

a ae Le ee ee ee es 
-=—S—be—>— ps -S— 7 Seeactanepnamnnar er errr 77 72E > 

LEE OCS S-—/O~ eS  e- aae 

CB Bb‘A AbG Gb F E Eb D Db C 

+ ee Se —===f 

It will appear, then, that C# is practically the same sound as Dh, 

D+ the same as Eb, G+ the same as Ab, aad As the same as B, ; 

although they are represented on different degrees of the staff. : 

Nore.—To this is applied the term Enharmonic, which technically means a differ- 

ence of place on the staff, but identity of pitch. 
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q C. Now let us suppose that owing to the construction of a melody 

renilering it impracticable to be sung, if we take C as the foundatioa- 

note of the scale, (for by common consent and ancient custom retained to 

this day,the note C has an individual and fixed pitch ; and by consequence, 

all the other notes and intermediate sounds of the scale), we find it neces- 

sary to take some other pitch as the foundation or key-note. Naturally, 

for reasons which will appear throughout the work, we shall select the 

fifth from C, which is G, as our new key-note. 

§ D. But upon investigation we discover that the scale is not thus 

properly represented, for according to A, the small intervals should 

occur between the third and fourth, and the seventh and eighth sounds 

of the scale; whereas the small intervals above, when we commence 

with G, are between the third and fourth, and the sixth and seventh 

sounds. How shall we remedy this? Obviously by substituting one of 
the intermediate sounds, namely the one sharper than F, but lower than 
G. We will represent it on the same degree as F, because if we repre- 

sent it on the same degree as G, we shall fall into confusion. It becomes 
necessary, then, to use the +. 

a, a. 
i sc Le ee a CC i é 

: > SS SS ==} 

Peer oa Boas Cac Dr ens Fe, 

And, to avoid the necessity of writing a + before every F, as it may 
occur, we agree to put it at the commencement of the piece, once for all, 
immediately after the Clef. 

By repeating this process, taking always the fifth of the key for the 
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foundation-note of the new one, and sharping the fourth of the scale, 
which becomes the seventh (or leading-note. See § 14), we shall pass 
through the keys of C, G, D, A, E, B, Fe and C#, having respectively 

after the clef (the signature, or indication of the letter which is the foun- 
dation-note) no sharp, one sharp, two sharps, three sharps, four, five, six, 
and seven sharps. 

{ KE. But suppose G is too high for our purpose; we shall then 

naturally (for the same reasons as were alluded to in ¥ C,) take the 

fourth of scale in the key of C, as our new foundation-note. 

nr en es Geen SEE ee See 

As in J D, we find that the succession of intervals is not correctly 

given, as our small intervals will come between the fourth and fifth, and 

the seventh and eighth tones of the scale. We must then, as before, 

substitute one of the former intermediate sounds, namely the one lower 

than B, but higher than A, and it should be written on the same degree 

as B; we therefore take the sound Bb, as the fourth of the scale in our 

new key of F, and find the order of intervals to be correctly represented. 

For the reason before given, we write the b immediately after the clef. 

soleil SS SE ES A 

Po SG CAC Bb + 6 “Dp a eee 

Repeating this process, taking always the fourth of the key for the 

foundation-note of the new one, and flatting the seventh of the scale 

which becomes the fourth of the new key, we shall have successively the 

keys of Bb, Eb, Ab, Dp, Gb, and Ch, with two flats after the clef, 

three flats, four flats, five, six, and seven flats. 
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THOROUGH BASS AND HARMONY. 
rer ee er 

CHAPTER Tf. 

INTERVALS. 

§ 1. All music is founded on THE scALE, a succession of 

sounds differing from each other in pitch according to certain 
fixed relations, established by nature. 
§ 2. These differences of pitch are called InteRvazs, and 

receive special names derived from the manner they are repre- 
sented on the staff 

Example 1. 

a b Cc d é f 

V5 Seo OSS RA EE BRETT) Gea TE 
Ss = f= == F- =f == == f= -=f 
a — ae al ame gees aoe [Tee 

g h t k l m 
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Ataand fthe different notes comprise two degrees of the staff, ¢d 
the interval is called a Second: at b the notes comprise three degrees of 
the staff, and the interval is called a Third ; the same at g: at c and h 
the interval is a Fourth; atd and i are Fifths; ate and kare Sizths; 
atl is a Seventh, and at m, the Lighth, or, as it more usually named, 

Octave. ‘These names apply equally, whether the sounds are successive 

or simultaneous. 

Example 2. 

a b Cai, e fh eye DE | t k l 

SS Oe ST BE Pl Pe eos RS EE Gog aoe be 

iG =-l = =[2[lelelslelz=! 
—7 

The intervals at a, b, c, d, e, f, and /, are respectively the same as at f, 

g, h, i, k,l, and m of Ex. 1; at g andi are Fourths, at ha Sixth, at ka 

Third, and at 1 an Octave. ‘ 

§ 3. Intervals are always reckoned upward from the lowest 

note, unless expressly stated otherwise ; thus, the Fifth from C 

is G; the Seventh from D is C; but the Fifth below C is I, 

and the Seventh below D-is EH. 

$4. The intervals between the third and fourth, and 

seventh and eighth sounds of the scale are smaller than those — 

between the other adjoining sounds ; being practically only halt 

the distance. These are called Minor seconds, the others Major 

seconds. (See Introduction. ) 

Example 3. 

The Diatonic and Chromatic scales. 

Major Major Major Major Major 

REA AEE EINE RATS EERE SL hh, SEMEN, TS AOE EL RELEASE 

See ie 
“7 -s-}e — ¢ | eek 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Minor Minoa 
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$5. It follows from this, that the other Intervals are unequal, 

except the Octave. To make this clear, let us name the interval 

between every adjacent key of the Piano Forte a Semitone, and 

counting by semitones, we shall find that some sixths contain 

eight semitones, and other sixths nine ; some thirds four semi- 

tones, and others three. — EK. G. 

Example 4. 

A Nine Semitones B Fight S Semitones 

ii.” a oe a Sa 1 a Ee Re 
SS SSS Ss. 8) Sse cael elon = ee zor aa face 

E aa sea feet! ot gene ae sts rnd kl he 

por Sixth 
C Four Semitones D ee. __ Three Semitones ; 

Ef ——-—-— ——— |e — 
= —_—— be FEE eS roe = Cento 

Third Third 

HH Five Semitones ay Six si 

Se ees (oes ere 
-S- -° ge-¢ 

Fourth Fourth 

G Eleven Semitones H Ten Semitones 

a?) manera ae a ere re = a 2 4% i 2s 2 BSS hid el Se aS a 
a fee ape iee --—— - )-S She! 4 Egedass ceo 
Seventh * Seventh 

L Seven Semitones K Six Semitones 
ee Ye Ie gg Oc ari 
=3=|—} oes we =s- ect ee eg 
2a raat 17 hal RA! Daa en ANY tama naa Ela als cleaner aera 
Lifth Lfth 

Obs. It will be observed that some intervals, different in name, con- 
sist in reality of an equal number of semi-tones, as at F and K above. 
This need cause no confusion if it be carefully borne in mind that intervals 
veceive their distinguishing name from the degrees of the staff cc mprised, 
without reference to the number of semitones. 
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§6. Thirds, Sixths, Sevenths, and Seconds, (as above in 
§ 4,) are classed as Major or Minor ; Fourths, are classed as 

Pe-fect or Sharp; Fifths are classed as Perfect or Flat. 

Example 5. 

A B 
EE VEER PROT LEE EEE ET + “Tad chant a, Pa ed Mp St a eee eee — ——_—_ SS —_ as | 

PUAN P SR, TES SEAS —— BE ES) de EMT ES RISEN ti =—|= Bi —— aN STW NE WSL -=—2o-} 
——— a —_=— S——_t_s— — 

Major Minor Minor 

D E EF _=- 

FES is SR ARDEA CNET, —— I isi ial pp ag en ot 
fap tet SR noes ———_—_- SS ——_ -S -—_ —— i a RECS i 

MEARE MERE YES Brann dvd ATs FTE, =~ Li SSMS: ERE Nas STR Pa mn 5 eS. 

A ee RS — PARROT it p= TI ———— AEE NG TNT 
Major Major Minor 

Been Tl a ge 2 ep AOE ipiviess 3 Te 
ESE TS EE A TT 2 ad BE EGY BF MEE A—— A Geet 
SESSA, TERE 2B A 5759) REE Sagi 0d) — Bee 2 
—_Ss-S—s— -s[Sfs-= iB = Sans =f 

te —sS — ———_ ea teas ——. eee Ss Fe 

Perfect Sharp Perfect Flat 

Obs. 1. These intervals all occurring between the sounds of the 

Diatonic scale, are called Dratonrc Intervals. 

Obs. 2. Most of the modern writers on Harmony call the Sharp 

Fourth the augmented Fourth, and the Flat Fifth, the Diminished Fifth ; 

but as the terms Augmented and Diminished apply more properly to 

Chromatic Intervals, it is here preferred to name them as above. 

Obs. 3. The Sharp Fourth is also called the TRITONE. 

§ 7. A perfect, or major interval increased by either sharping 

the upper note, or flatting the lower note, is said to be Augmented ; 

and a perfect, or minor interval lessened by either flatting the 

upper note or sharping the lower, is said to be Diminished. 

ee 6. 

: crag ake Bae an fae fo ee 

else == = te sa iam 
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I Pes N 

Fae re ee eee a — 

At A, B; C, D and E, are Augmented intervals; at F, G, H, and I 

are Diminished intervals; while K, L, M and N, are merely instances of 

minor intervals made major, sharp and flat intervals made perfect, and 

major made minor by the use of the # or p. 

Obs. 4. Augmented and Diminished intervals, properly so called, are 

classed as CHROMATIC INTERVALS, not so much because they are writ- 

ten with the aid of chromatic signs, as because they belong to chords 

whose component parts are notes not found in the Diatonic scale. 
Let the learner now name the intervals of the following exercise, stat- 

ing also the species, whether Minor or Major; Perfect, Flat or Sharp, 
augmented or Diminished. Similar additional exercises may profitably 
be given by the Teacher. 

ExercisE i. 
= =o oes F =S pea eee Pa et ee ee $=4 2--S tS hs-o $= Sao pS Ste 

Ses iS ss as =-1$S— 

ete tS = ts -S pS == 
eo pas SURELY CRE Nar oA ol | pom Selle Ee ee eaea 
=r ge fete . Se Ee: seg pt 

—S-35- SS St ee == =s J] 
—— — er ee 

The last measure of the foregoing contains an example of the Unison, 
or coincidence of two parts or notes on the same sound; which although 
not s‘rictly an interval, is yet classified as. such, for the sake of-conve- 
nience. 

[2] 
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§ 8. The Unison, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, 
Seventh and Octave are further classified as Srmpxe intervals. 
Increased by an octave, or even two or more octaves, they retain 
their original names, (except under certain circumstances to be 
explained hereafter, when they receive different names,) and are 
also called Compounp intervals. 

Example 7. 

Simple Intervals. 

-S>-- 

-=S ~~ 
—=_—-- ——— -_— nee ee eee —— 

——a ae 5-0) = 
S eneemaanetiaediieaeemneseel ee a oe 

Nin inth T. onth Eleventh Twelfth Thirteenth Fourteenth Fifteenth] 

The ninth is evidently a compound second ; the eleventh a compound 
fourth ; the thirteenth a compound sixth. 

§ 9. Whenever the upper note of a simple interval is trans- 

posed an octave lower, and consequently below the original 

lower note, the interval is said to be InvERTED, and a new 

interval is formed, not the same as the first, but closely related - 

to it. 

Example 8. 

Original Intervals. 

a 
—Se- o-oo. 

rsions. Inversi Dh ae 
| o- -S 

SCTCEIeG WMC Asad nal ed ss a = == |==E zoe 

— === a AA tt = 
oe -Se FS 
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It will be discovered on examination that the relations of intervals to 

sach other are reciprocal ; thus sixths inverted, form thirds ; while thirds 

inverted form sixths, and so of all intervals. 

Obs. 1. To find the inversion of any interval, subtract its number of 

degrees from nine, the remainder will indicate the inversion. ‘Thus, a 

fifth is required to be inverted ; subtract five from nine; the remainder, 

four shows the inversion to be a fourth. 

Obs. 2. The following table also gives the inversions of all the simple 

intervals. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

8 7 6 D 4 3 2 1 

§ 10. Intervals change their species by inversion, except 

Perfect intervals. (See §§ 6 and 7.) 

The following table gives the result of the inversion of all the 

simple Diatonic and chromatic intervals. 

Example 9. 

ORIGINAL INTERVALS. 
Octave Seconds Thirds 

— = eeie = Asse as = 

INVERSIONS. 

aes ae, Berk TA =- 

= Sea fe p= ehaey asics 
Unison Sevenths 2 Sixths 

Fourths 

——* 

ORIGINAL INTERVALS. 
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It appears from the above that major intervals inverted, form minor, 
aigmented form diminished intervals, and conversely; while perfect 
intervals continue perfect ; hence their name ; the perfect intervals being 
Unison, Octave, Fourth, and Fifth. 

The learner should now invert the intervals of Exercise 1, and name 

them. Other exercises in inversion may here be given by the teacher. 

§ 11. Intervals are also classified as Consonant or Disso- 

nant. All the perfect intervals, with the major and minor 
thirds and sixths are Consonant; the major and minor seconds 

and sevenths, together with all Augmented and Diminished 
intervals are theoretically Dissonant. 

Obs. 1. It is not intended to imply that all consonant intervals are 
agreeable to the musical sense, or that all dissonant intervals are disa- 

greeable. This will appear more fully hereafter. 

Obs. 2. The perfect intervals are further known as Perfect Conso- 
nances, and the thirds and sixths as Imperfect Consonances. 

RECAPITULATORY AND ADDITIONAL. 

§ 12, 4A. The difference of pitch between any two succes- 

sive sounds is a Melodic interval ; the simultaneous occurrence 

of two sounds is a Harmonic interval; and both are named 

from the number of degvrees of the staff atinrte ecg real 

by the notes representing the sounds. 

{ B. Intervals differ in species, being Minor, Major, 

Augmented, Diminished, and Perfect; and inverted, change 

‘heir species, except perfect intervals. : 

q C. Intervals are Simple or Compound. 

{ D. Intervals are Consonant or Dissonant. 

{ E. It is convenient sometimes to express an interval by a 

figure, instead of writing the note which forms it ; thus: 
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Example 10. 

eee ee a ee I ame 
—— Seep oe sar 

8 Get 4:8 6 6 Site D 6 

aa SSS 
oe oe GO gS BS SG 3 

Above is given a portion of Exercise 1. The learner is recommended 
to complete it; observing that whenever the note forming the interval is 

affected by a chromatic sign, that same sign must be prefixed to the 

figure indicating the interval, as in the fifth measure of the above. 
The figures do not tell the species (whether Major or Minor, or other, ) 

only the name of the interval, 1 meaning a unison, 2 a second, 3 a third, 
and soon. Observe, also, § 8. 

§ 18. Observe. This system of representing intervals by 
fioures, is called Zhorough Bass, which also includes the 
knowledge of chords, their names and formation. A knowledge 
of the laws which regulate a succession of chords is called 
Harmony, ee may be further defined as the Syntax of 
music. 

[2°] 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE TRIAD. 

INTRODUCTION. 

§ 14. The sounds of the scale are harmonically named as 

follows : 
The key-note is called the Zonze. 

The second note of the scale is called the Supertonie. 

The third note is called the Medvant. 

The fourth note is called the Swb-Dominant. 

The fifth note is called the Dominant. 

The sixth note is called the Sub-Medvant. 

The seventh note is called the’ Leading-note. 

Example ll. 

1 2 3 4 9) 

Above is the scale in the key of C. C is the Tonic, G is the Domi- 

nant, F is the Sub-Dominant, E the Mediant, A the Sub-Mediant, D the 

Supertonic, and B the Leading-note. 

Example 12. 

a) HEGRE fa == ee 

: iea3 [ent Sai na ee 
2 3 4 5 7 a 

Above, A is the Tonic, E the Dominant, D the Sub-Dominant ; C# 

the Mediant, F4# the Sub-Mediant, B the Supertonic, and Gi the 

Leading-note. 
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Obs. 1. These Technical terms are relative, and change their applica- 

tion in any piece of music, with every decided change of key. 

Obs. 2. The most important sounds of the scale, Harmonically 

considered, are the Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-Dominant. The learner 

_ should now find the Dominants and Sub-Dominants in every Key, in 

the following order, C, G, D, A, E, B, F#, Gb, Dp, Ab, Eb, Bb, F. 

Tue Trrap, orn Common Cuorp. 

§ 15. <A note, with its Third and Fifth, form the Trrap, 

(otherwise named Common Chord) ; and the note on which the 
combination is founded, is called the Roor of the Chord. 

Example 13. 
ae Sa —~@- 

— 2 —_ OO a ——-—--- = Sa ie mee c 
ener tees. : tae a Scan ae SF decor Peat creme AL i 

i eee ee ———EEE eye To —_—S--- 

a b e d ra 

Above are Triads founded on every note of the scale,— the roots of 

the chords are the white notes; the accessory notes being black. 

Obs. 1. It will be observed that the above Triads differ in Harmonic © 

effect, arising from the fact that some have a major third, (as ata, 0, and 

d,) others a minor third, (as atc, e, and f,) and one a minor third and 
flat fifth (at g.) 

Hence arises this distinction ; a triad having a major third 
and perfect fifth 1s called a Masor Triap; a triad with a 
minor third and perfect fifth 1s termed a Minor Triap; and 
a triad with a minor third and flat fifth is named an IupxEr- 
FECT, or DIMINISHED TRIAD. 

The most important triads being those founded on the Tonic, Domi- 
sant, and Sub-Dominant, will first be considered. 

Obs. 2. It follows from § 8 that the three notes of the Triad need not 
always appear in the close form given in Example 13. Either of the 
accessory notes, or both of them may be removed to the distance of one 
or more octaves, without changing the nature or name of the chord. 
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Example 14. 
a b c d e Sf 9g h 

gee ae SS Se 
See Ss5s SS Se 
eee — ee ee ee 

In the foregoing example, the chords at a, 6, and c, are all Triads of 

©; those of d and e, the triad of G; and at f, g, and A, the triad of F. 

Obs. 3. Any or all of the notes of the triad may be Dousep, with- 

out affecting its name or nature. 

Example 15. 

a b Cc d e Ft g h 

Papeete ree Kein 4 ssn acne tat Paces’ 

es ee oer ee ee oe ee 
eT gp gab" hee) 
—_-g@—— — F-- —_—_— 2 

SS VES Ser? ———e eee = 

isis a. _O_ 
—s— -@- —2_ —_@_ Be Oi Ris -@-- 

“Sis Te SOR! GY Ae Ce —— ee ee — ae Wee ee i en ae 
Sn ee ee ee ee ee 

Fe SS _ —_F —_— 

Hence arise the terms Close Harmony and Dispersed Harmony ; Thin 

Harmony and Full Harmony, which sufficiently explain themselves. 

Norre.—The learner should now write out the triads of the Tonic, 

Dominant, and Sub-Dominant, in the keys of C, G, D, A, E, F, Bb, 

Eb, and Ab, in both close and dispersed harmony. | 

§ 16. In the study of these three triads (of the Tonic, 

Dominant, and Sub-Dominant, ) we will proceed as if writing in 

four parts, for four voices, and the following preliminary obser- 

vations are necessary. 

q A. As the triad consists of only three notes, one of them 

must necessarily be doubled ; and for this purpose the root is 

preferred, but the fifth may sometimes be taken; and in a few 

cases the third. 
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{ B. Any note common to two successive chords, should be 

given by the same voice in both, except in the bass, or when 

doubled. 

Example 16. 

= eS Ese s: =sdzzd 

—— ee 
Notre.— In writing for four parts or voices, the upper is called the 

Soprano, and is sung by the highest female voices ; the lowest of all is 

called the Bass, and is sung by the lowest male voices; next above the 
Bass is the Tenor part, sung by the high male voices; and between the 
Tenor and Soprano is the Alto part, sung by the lowest female voices. 
It is advisable not to write notes for any part beyond the compass given 
in the following table. 

Example 17. 

Bass Tenor pS Whe — Lime 
ah —-7-+- “= - -e eo EL 
ee eee ee ———— 

a i a age eee eee ae 

mel Ee oe Ree tec stato ek = 

= ee ee eee 
ioe od Sf; | 

| = Alto Soprano 

as See ean, es = ee 

I ee NR Ce RU a Ry SR RR a a 
RS 

i eee 

eS SE EE EE —_—_—_——— as ee, _ SS 

———— 
ES Se ee es 
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In order to economize space, the examples and exercises which follow 
are written on two staffs ; the Soprano and Alto on the upper, with the 
G Clef, and the Tenor and Bass on the lower, with the F Clef. 

{| C. In all successions of Chords (Harmonie Progression, ) 
two points require constant and equal attention. Ist, the 
movement of each voice as considered alone; and 2d, the 
relation of each voice to the other. 

{| D. Voices move with respect to each other, in three ways. 
1. In Srixar Morton, as when two or three voices ascend or 

descend together, whether by equal or unequal intervals ; if by 
equal steps, it is also called Consecutive Morton. 

Example 18. 
a 
—-Aj—__ ye a a a a 
= Se = 

N pete oer on EAE ES MEN PY ET ee 8 BSS | ee 

b 
SE ES NY MO —— Re SE FY —— PEN MC TTT PE BET oP 
= {ft  S ee ee ae ee ee 
Re ar er ey meen kag ea] tel So IS 

—-— 4} — — | eee 2 - -- ee SS IT OOO YE OOO 

—s—S— —S—=-}-s—s-|-=—Ss-- 
E ==—=--s=== —Ss—S— —S—S— =e 

g | | =: 
Cima Gee Cue e Rinrarns MN —— Ne Ce ee 

re eee ie Pte ges Sk 
| | | = ere 

rae. i — 

At ais an example of Similar Motion, not Consecutive, between twa 

voices; at b is an example of Consecutive Motion between two voices; 

and at c of the same with three voices; d is an example of Sinilar 

Motion between three voices, partly Consecutive. 
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2. Contrary Morton occurs when one part ascends and the 

other descends. 

ssainngis: 19. 

es et ee a, Beis Eee a ce eS nS 

ae eee = -Aa—+—- Sot See PE DE 5 Ta as 1 FO ae 

ia es a0 a eR mn Caan ar a aR TE RT ee 
SCE BE a ES Bree | Fae FS 

Pempmres tT CW Gif Ai eRe Ale, eS 2 pe ey Sis 
=P —s_|-=—— P| f= 

<a s sonia (ena § hea ep isk Ne GA eee ooo! Pee 

3. Ostigue Morton occurs when one part remains station- 
ary while the other ascends or descends. 

Example 20. 
a } | ' 

__ TSE SI ESS PGR” Fed Cae Lava a ela Satie 
ere —— a ge <ina —- 
—d——_—_ jj ——__—_o—__{ & __———— ay 

b 

<a Tate aaa ba mar mice Gees oe (PEI SIs es oe --Ss- 
eS Ea —| { 

4. The motion of a single voice is either GRADUAL, taking 
each note of the scale in succession, or by Sxips. 

The motion of the voices in Example 18, b and c,is Gradual ; at ¢ 
and d, the motion is mostly by Skips, Examnles 19 and 20 are nan 
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Norg.—As a succession of chords can only take place by a movement 
of one or more voices, a voice cannot be said to move when it repeats 
the same sound; therefore, by motion is implied a change of pitch. 

Obs. It is obvious that in four-part writing, all these different kinds 
of motion must be combined. 

4] I. In continuation of A and B ; it is to be remarked that 
in a change of chord, the voices should move to the note of the 
second chord which lies respectively nearest them ; excepting 
that the Bass should generally move in contrary motion to the 
Soprano. 

Example 16 sufficiently explains this. 

Obs. It appears then, that the inner parts (Alto and Tenor,) should 

preferably move by gradual motion, avoiding all unneccessary skips. 

4 F. When two successive chords have no note in common, 

the voices must move in such a manner that no Consecutive 

Fifths or Octaves shall occur between any of the parts. This 

can only be done by the use of Contrary motion. 

Example 2l. 

a b Cc. 

TERME eA RE ee Se eg aeN 

cos ee ee ae ae ee eee —S wl 

ef Se SS See = 
Eee. © Se — 8 — —— =35 

——s c—"2 S-_ —_ —— — aa 

Above at a are consecutive octaves between the Bass and Soprano, and 

aonsecutive fifths between the Bass and Tenor ; at 5 are consecutive 

setaves between Bass and Alto, and consecutivé fifths between Bass and 

Tenor; at c consecutive octaves between Bass and Alto, and consecutive 

fifths between Alto and Soprano, and Bass and Soprano. Such Pid- 

pressions are excessively inharmonious, especially when occurring 

between outer and adjoining parts, or extreme parts (Bass and Soprano.) 
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Obs. 1. Itis difficult to give a satisfactory reason why these progres- 
sions are bad, but the fact is obvious. 

Obs. 2. The movement of two parts in unison is to be avoided, not 

only because that part becomes thereby unduly prominent, but also 

because there would be only three real parts. 

Example 22. 

a b Cc 
22) ee ee ee eee ee ee ae eee = OO 

pe, ae 
SLT eae aes OLE ae oR REM —— 
Dep EIS WT” AY TRE LTE Te TAL PRE EEO OE 

| re ihe 
3 eae =——|-= a RL (a aren aL ae 

Here the three faulty progressions of Example 21 are corrected. 

4G. When two voices move by similar (not consecutive) 
motion so as to form the interval either of the perfect fifth or the 
octave, such progression is termed a Hippen Firru or Ocrave, 
and should be avoided between adjacent voices, and even 
extreme voices, unless the upper voice take the step of the 
minor second. (NSee, in continuation, § 50.) 

Example 23. 

———>-,--———z Se -— —_ — | —— ees =- ———— Sa ee ae rere ag —=— 

eae SS ee Bia 

a b | Cc d 

mee pe = —-SS- —s = —=S- a — i a — ae — i i —— a Sey se eee 
"OF mn FE i I LUIRMEPRRAS 9 aT LR NE SS =, 

. $$$ —$ as — -oo— 1 eee sete 

The above progressions at a, 6, c, and d, are all faulty and crude ; e is 
good, because the upper voice moves only a minor second. 

Obs. The progression at e is considered good, even between the 
Tenor and Bass parts. 

[3] 
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Example 24, 

== ESS = 
a WIE 6 ay 

SS —_—— — ggg — eee 

ass > 

ee 
ce i ae ae ae ON ee 

good 

4 H. It is immaterial which of the three notes of the triad 

is in the Soprano part ; when the octave of the root is the high- 

est note (as at a, Example 23,) a triad is said to be in the 

Octave Posrtion ; when the third is uppermost, in the Trercz 

Position ; and with the fifth uppermost, in the Quint PosrrTIon. 

Example 25. 

SS ee SE —— Fes fe eee 
MG —— NERY PRT MAT IDE | METal TAT SIE 
=== |-—=—-- 

9 =S—- === = 
At a, is the Octave Position, at b the Tierce, and at c the Quint 

Positions. 

Nore.— For the purpose of facilitating the writing of the following 

Exercises, the most convenient position of the chord will be indicated 

by a figure under the Bass note; the figure 3 shows that the tierce posi- 

tion is advisable; 5, that the quint position is recommended, and the 

absence of any figure, that the octave position is best. 

§ 17. In the following Exercises, the learner should copy 

the Bass given in the book ona piece of music-paper, or a music- 

slate, and then proceed to add three voice parts, completing each 

ttiad before writing any portion of the next, and carefully 

avoiding the inharmonious progressions treated of at E and F, 

and observing the directions given in B and D, § 16. 
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EXercIsE 2. 

2S Ss Ss See ee oe 
5 3 

aa ———oe ee oo ——— _———— ——e a od —S= ———ooo 

5 5 3 

EXERCISE 4 

pS =} — FE =}—F =f 
SL S98 NL (RRR | eT NT RN : 

5 BS 8 5 3 5 3 

It is presumed that the learner is now able to choose the most 

convenient position, and in the following Exercises, generally 

only the first note will be figured. The Roman numerals under 
the notes indicate the degree of the scale which is the root of 
the chord. In Exercise 6, and all the succeeding Exercises, 
these numerals are always to be added by the scholar. The 
letter with the Colon after it, G:, indicates that the phrase ig 
the key of G. 

EXeERcIse 5. 
5 3 

Sig-=- SEAL (Te CALTRTE MONTAG GE — UE AMATO CeecaaNcEN GET 
pare SS 

fo ee ee | leer 
G: I Wy: J a5V; V I IV V I 

EXeERcisE 6. 
3 

_=_|—_ —_|_-e_ | rS ro 
SS 
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EXERCISE 7. 

Exercise 8. 

ames 
| 3 EXERCISE 9. 

§ 18. In continuance of § 15, Obs. 2 and 3, it is to be 
observed that a chord is said to be in Close Harmony, when the 

three upper parts lie as close together as possible, that 1s, within 

the compass of an octave, the Bass being more or less distant. 

By Dispersed Harmony is meant that arrangement whereby the 

notes of a chord are as nearly equidistant as possible from each 

other; in which case the Tenor will be more than an octave 

f:om ‘the Soprano, and the Alto generally more than an octave 

from the Bass. 

Example 26. 

ae ee eee ata ak eres — | ————- -, 

r pean eta = fZ=2= -=— -=—s- = 
‘ Q—-S—S—---=S-t-Ss— SS SSCS 

a _ — = — -S&- 

a b C 
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eee Sa eet] FE SF 

SS -S— aromas TS -S— ee - =f 

5 SR Ss as a Gi 

d e ih 

— a | 

fone cies Sp ae ee ee 
ee _ a —_—}-+- ——— SS i 2S Sy see 

Above, at a, 6, and c, are seen the triads of C and G in Close harmony ; 

and at d, e, and f, in Dispersed harmony. 

Exercises 5-10 should now be again written by the learner, 

in dispersed harmony, and with change of positions of the 

chords. 

§ 19. The progression V. I. (See Hxample 26,) is called 

the perfect close, or more properly the Aurnentic CADENCE. 

The progression IV. I. is named the Praca CapEnce. (See 

fiz. 29.) 

Example 27. 

7 ESS (EF ST) PT NI SORE Sema LOL 
2 Pia SEP TE ASE ee CPP EN — RY PRET —— 
| —S—} - 5S — |__| —Ss—_ | _=—_ i _ = 

————_!l__ 5— — -— a —-€5 Soe TOES eam 

a b 

ETI LTE LOL CLES RAT Nees SE COIS NOT ed LIE EL 

== =e ee a eee 

I V I Af IV I 

At ais the Authentic Cadence ; at b the Plagal Cadence. 

Obs. The last chord of a cadence must always occur on the accented 
part of a measure. 

§ 20. In addition to the Diatonic and Chromatic scales, 
(Ex. 3,) there is another, derived from them, and named the 
Minor scale. 

[3*] 
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4] A. A minor scale which bears the same signature as any 
given major scale, is termed its Retartve minor ; and conversely, 
a major scale is called the Relative major of any minor scale of 
the same signature. 
q B. The first degree of a minor scale is always the sixth 

degree of its relative major. 

Example 28. 
Scale of C’ Major. ; 
SS ST SS A SSSA NSNOSNOG GSSASSSSSSSGGSSN <> 

4 C. It is a fundamental principle that the triad of the 
Dominant must always have a major third; it is therefore 
necessary to sharp the seventh degree of the minor scale ; but 
this chromatic alteration is never expressed in the signature, 

being supplied as often as is found necessary. This principle 

by no means applies to the Triad of the Sub-Dominant, which 

is major or minor as its Tonic is major or minor. 

Example 29. 

Ee “aoe 5 —————— 
sf Ss— =| 

™ —al e 
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Above is seen the Fut CapEncg, in the key of A minor. As the 

msjor tonics are indicated by Capital letters, so the minor tonics will 

hereafter be ind2cated by small letters. (See § 17.) 

Obs. These considerations enable us to determine the true form of 

the minor scale, which is this : 

Example 30. 
-S cw 

ce Se ae RE rnc ASS a i SE BE HI By eae aan 

E Ee SS ie 
eee aee omc rates ape rg ee aeons ee es 

4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

All other apparent forms are mere melodic passages, and not the scale 

proper, as in the following. 

Example 31. 
+ -8- 

as pa zene | --4e4s————-1-— 
oe eee cee ees 

This apparent anomaly will be fully explained when we come to treat 

of Passing-notes and Appogiaturas. (See § 67, Obs., and Example 105.) 

The following exercises are to be compieted by the learner in 

the same manner as exercises 5-10; supplying the appro- 

priate numerals, I. V. and IV. and indicating the key, as shown 

at Example 29. 

Exercise 11. 

Re ere eh he cic ice TON ae ae 
a = = a a 
es a en ee 
e: I lV Vv 

Exerrotse 12. 

= = = sa ons are 
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The sharps in the two preceding exercises, refer to the third of the 
Dominant triad, which must be ooo a& major triad, as os been 
stated. 

Exercise 13. 

EE 
See eo ee ee 

Exercise 14. 

EDEL Meee me Se 
Se be ee eee —e—_ 

EXERCISE 15. 

tt POT ee fe ee ee ets 

Pee or eee 

5 steccticst Ht coer sear oe Pee 
SSS oS ee = a a ee oo 

Here the natural (&) is used in place of the sharp, because that is the 

sign required by the Signature. (See, also, Hxercise 18.) 

EXERCISE 17. 

cpa === SSS = ee eceeea, ee 

Exercise 18. 4 

Beata Se ee 
P= Siabet=itsiSlsi= |= - a — ——=— eee 

"Ohias the above with Exercises 6 and 15. 
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§ 21. The triads seated on the degrees of the scale other 

than the Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant, although strictly 

belonging to the scale, are yet not so closely connected with it. 

The chords founded on the Supertonic, Mediant, and Submediant, 

are secondary minor triads, (§ 15, Ods. 1,) and to distinguish 

them, the small Roman letter-numeral will be hereafter used. 

Notre.—The learner must be careful not to mistake these secondary 
triads for chords of the tonic. As long as the key remains unchanged, 
as in the following example, the triads of F, G, D, and A, are merely 

the chords founded on the different degrees of the scale of C major, and 

do not belong to the keys of F, G, D minor and A minor, until the key 
has been changed and substantiated by proper modulation. 

Example 32. 

Fae oR =o en eave ae RA |B 
Gisess eezeseiset 2-S1S-=. set sts StS st=s's 

opis PRS eter 
Ec yvitin tox Vv Tea evE Sit 

Obs. It is obvious that each triad may belong at once to several 
different keys; each major triad may be either a tonic, dominant, or 

subdominant chord; and every minor triad may belong to the minor 

tonic or subdominant, or major supertonic, mediant, or submediant. 

Example 33. 
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SS Se eee 

a ere Cs en ae =o =——__S——_-.. 

= === p+ p= 
Giask aide sine iii, mies Baas Ge 

§ 22. The triad founded on the leading-note of the major 

scale, (§ 15, Obs.) having a minor third and flat fifth, is an 
imperfect triad, and is marked with a small o placed after the 

distinguishing numeral VII; this also applies to the triad uf 
the supertonic of the minor scale. The correct marking of ail 

the triads of the major scale will be as follows. 

Example 34. 

—, a = ict an Sm 
E -fs;-=-- ose =——— 
Da hap Rae —— or ak a PBGLDG PME EY 

a ee P< Bary ae -<~ ers a as Se eee 

Se a SER ANT omer SKS ya 
-=>- comma 

G5~T fe III LV V VI V110 I 

§ 23. It follows from § 19, C, Example 30, that the triads 
of the minor scale will be as follows: 

Example 35. 

Sed a -42—,--S += Basa Seas 

ie = S832 = * SE =F 2=k s=| 
119 III! IV V VI vi19 

The third triad above, introduces a chord with a major third 

and augmented fifth. Chords with auemented intervals will 

hereafter be marked with the accent, as above. 

This chord, founded on the third degree of a minor scale, is 

termed the Augmented Triad. 
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§ 24. The fundamental principles of progression have already 

been given (§ 16, B, H, and F,) and in connecting the secondary 

triads (§ 21) with each other, or any of the principal chords 

(§ 15, Obs. 1,) only the following additional observations are 

necessary. 

{ A. The progression of the three upper voices depends 

mainly on whether the ‘bass moves by gradual motion, or by skips 

(§ 16, { D, 4.) Generally the bass moves by skips of at least 

a third, and oftener by the fourth or fifth, in which case the two 

triads will always have at least one note common to both; but 

if the bass moves by gradual motion (intervals of the second, ) 

contrary motion should then be used in the upper parts, as the 

two chords will have no connecting note. 

%e Example 36. 

Eee == aks ee == == ni Oe 2 rs 
ee ee ae ee SIS SS 1 _ SS 271 SS 

jo She: eee =i — roma ai Weare ar 
2S a at See ee A. 

i: He) 

=== = ———_—— roa 

ees eS ee ES 
-=- ea a—— ae — — -=- Sa ey ann = J 

So — => 

aa ae 
The ties show the connecting notes ; and it will be seen that whenever 

the bass makes the step of a second (indicated by the straight lines,) the 
two chords have no note in common. 
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Th learner should supply the proper Roman numerals, according to 
§ 17, Ex. 5, and § 21, Example 82. 

rigors 19. 
-S- 

2 s=—fs=F fs fae st 
——-=-—__—_— RR Be Ble —-ps=—L --+-—__~ : 
esi S — SEE —— en re ——_ SS re eee 

Se eee = =F — a as oe s== ee 
ae eee =—— at = — = 

Wt 

The progression from the 14th to the 15th measure of the foregoing 

need occasion no special difficulty if it be observed that it is part of a 
symmetrical passage, called a SeQuENCcE. At the twelfth measure, the 
bass begins to move by regular intervals, ascending a fifth and descend- 

ing a fourth alternately ; in all such cases, the other parts should move 

symmetrically, not indeed by the same steps or by similar motion. The 

following example is a correct accompaniment of these five measures. 

wae of. 

east pares — me eee yee eice Se SSS SS 
-=—s}=s—=- == =e et s_— = 
Se ee SS SSI eee et Eee f= oepae 

sc ee 
Spee Se eee eee 
JSS = = Bre LOM ecpRooeT! Ge ae Qe a 
ae SSNS SONAR NL MGMAMOUES 0 3k] RES EF 

or thus: 

Example 38. 7 

os Ls St eek eile 

| =s—s }S—=s-S— — 
OQ-s—s1 S— StS SSS 
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{ B. It will be observed that the seventh of the scale (when 

it appears as the real seventh, and not as a member of a chord 

belonging to another key,) has a natural tendency to move up 

a minor second to the tonic; hence its name, leading-note. 

This tendency to a particular progression, is called the APpPEL- 

LATE Quatity of a note, and should not be disregarded, except 

for cogent reasons, which will appear in future. 

{ C. All the foregoing rules are of equal force as regards 

the progressions of triads of the minor scale. On account of 

the peculiar nature of the triad- with augmented fifth, seated on 

the third of the minor scale (Zxample 35,) it is rarely used, as 

it can seldom be made to connect gracefully with other triads. 

EXercise 20. 

Reel Be C8 B on alt 
0 EE ah La em Pe A = da 

SSS ae eee =a 
a: 

# #75 at 
= as F-Pt 

The above should be transposed into the minor keys of e:, d:, b:, 
g:, f:, c:, andf:; and written first in close harmony, and again in 

dispersed harmony. ‘The eighth measure shows how the chord III’ is 
_ sometimes employed in the minor scale. 

Obs. The augmented triad in the major scale, frequently used in 
modern harmony, is founded on the dominant, and is to be classified in a 
very different manner. See § 54. 

Notre.—In order to avoid the unmelodic skip of an augmented second, 
the progressions 110~V and 1v—V should be written always in contrary 
motion. The third and fifth measures of the foregoing Exercise should 
be as follows, at a, and not as ath 

[4] 
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Example 39. 

G25 = =g=16= = = = oe Se See eee 
ae SS =— SS 

a b c 

._ at SS  - F O -OS | mera Rare Se =s=—=-P === Serer 
ee SN A GT RC RRR eo Som BS IES bs 

The progression at c is also good. 

The position of the chords at 6, above, may be maintained with toler- 
ably good effect as follows, the alto moving down, re and the tenor 
down, d-g, thus : 

Example 40. 
— 4] — 7 —— -— 

a eT e—|-== 
—= —S_ 

——— = 

oq Seaman Mi a FS Te — 

But this should only be done to avoid some greater infelicity. 

§ D. ‘The progression V-VI and its converse in the minoy 
scale (see fourth measure of Hxercise 20,) may be harmoniously 

accomplished as follows : 

Gis 4l. 

Wosais selaiceit a, a SS EER Poe ——— a oe ee => Ojs= === ae a 
FOES ett LS ce -S 

= nn ee a eee Tas Ba Soe 
26> Vi VOW OV i 2 eee ew 
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In this case, the VI triad appears with its third doubled, which is not 
Ovjeccionable in this progression. See § 16, { A. 

Note to tue Teacurr.—The triads 11° and vi19 (see § 22,4 

are classified as ImpyRFECT, in preference to calling them Drm: 

INISHED, as has been done by most harmonists, because the 

term Diminished is reserved, to be applied in due time to 
chromatically altered harmonies. So of the terms sharp fourth 
and flat fifth, (§ 6, and Ods. 1 and 2.) If, however, any 

teacher should prefer the usual terms, he can very easily use 

them, without injuring the general plan and order of the work. 
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CHAPTER III. 

INVERSIONS OF THE TRIAD. 
° 

§ 25. Although all of the Triads hitherto employed have 
appeared with the root of the chord (see § 15,) as the bass note, 

we are by no means confined to such use. The Third or the 
Fifth of the original chord may serve as bass note, and thus new 
and somewhat different combinations be formed. These are 

termed INVERSIONS. 

§ 26. Only two inversions of the triad are possible ; 
1. When the original third is made the bass note. The 

chord thus formed is termed the Cuorp oF Tue Sixtu. 

2. When the original fifth is made the bass note. The 
chord thus formed is termed the Cuorp oF THE SIxTH AND 

Fourta. 

Example 42. 

= Sees 
caine = ee 

eee [2—s—-—=— Gees 
_— Sane 

emt ee 

Original Chord. ist Inversion. 2d Inversion. 

It will be seen that the first inversion of the triad presents the intervals 

of the sixth and third, (each interval being computed from the actual 

bass note ;) and the second inversion consists of the intervals of the 

sixth and fourth. These intervals may be expressed by the figures § for 

the first inversion, and $ for the second. 
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N. B. The Roman numerals will continue te indicate the 

note of the scale which is the Root of the chord, and do not 

refer to the bass note. 

Example 43. 
2 Ulead a Rae anes ae co A ia 
Erle US —— OST — AE Te RTE POC —— TANT 

( aS 8 SS SS 

| 6 6 i 
Gil Sees *4 ROLE REY SSB eS 

) 2 ee ee 
Bee ei os a yeun Np 8. Vil ADV Die 

In practice it is customary to abbreviate the figuring of the first 
inversion of the triad, and in future, as above, it will receive only the 
figure 6. 

The learner should now write out in full the triads of all the 
major and minor keys, with their inversions, and with the proper 
figures and Roman numerals. 

§ 27. When the chord of the Sixth is used in four parts, 
the root should be the note doubled, in preference; then the 

fifth ; but not the bass note, unless rendered necessary by the 
natural progression of the voices. The leading note of the 
scale should never be doubled, whether it appears as-third in the 
dominant triad, or as the bass note of a chord of the Sixth. 

Pgs aes 44. 

\ 
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The progress‘ons at a and b are good; those atc and d are irhatmo- 
nious. ‘This comes from the strong appelate quality (§ 24, J B) of the 
leading note, which causes it to assume undue prominence, and <Jso ne- 
cessitates either consecutive octaves, or unmelodious movement 0: parts, 
in its passage to the next chord. 

§ 28. The position (§ 16, J G.) of a chord is not indicated 
by the figures (the largest figure being invariably placed upper- 

most, thus §, and not §,) or affected by the inversion, except as 

directed in the preceding section, but is determined by the 

natural progression of the voice-parts, and the choice of the 
writer. The triad in its uninverted (or primary) form (Exam- 

ple 32,) is left without figures, except when two or more chords 

occur on one bass note, when it is indicated by the figures 3, no 

notice being taken of doubling any of the notes, either in the 

unison or octave. Whenever any note is cliromatically altered, 

it must be indicated by the proper chromatic sign (#, b, or &,) 

before the figure indicating the interval which the note forms 

with the bass note. See, also, Exercise 12. 

Example 45. 

; Sy Sg Bee cool Brad SSS Ss SS SS 

Gres eee an: ais 
fs siz = = =I 

O01 
ce ee ~ f= SS SS 

-S-S- — 8 360255 oe eee 

FSS aes ee =o Se —— eS rs 

ee eae es ee 
6 6 6 6 + ur 6 

4 aN 

N.B. The#,, or Y, standing under or over a bass note with ut any 

accompanying figure, refers to the THirp from the bass note. 
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Example 46. 

fs=|= —— s[=SF |S ele 
= eS: . 

a 
Seles = 

x 
} ee _— 

os ee ooo =—=) = -—? Se we 

i o-= = SSSte == oe 2 ee =f se SIS SEESe E eae 
6 6 F 6 6 Gx £ 

4% 34 

—-——— 

In the sixth measure of the above, an example is given of the use of the 
line, which shows a continuance of the note forming the interval of the 

sixth, into the next chord, of which ‘also it forms a part. 

The learner should ‘now proceed to write the following exer- 

cises, in dispersed harmony, and with careful observance of the 

rules of progression already given; adding also the Roman 
numerals showing the root of each triad. 

Exercise 21. 

ie ee ee ea eae 
6 6 5 

4548 

OSE ay FS Daca ee a paneer dens Tae — FO OR re 
=== === Sears {=== 

5° 6 5 6 aS 
ay 4 

6 6 6 6 5 5626 
‘4 ps 4 

+ ~—— —_—____ 

—= =—S— =i ae or 
SESE SEEN! RAGES SS Ul MEAL ES Le 8 A 88 RAN mE Py — NL —— 

6 ‘6 6 6 5 
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Exercise 23. 
b 

2yles|= FP sSFEr rssh 
F: 6 = Vela Bs =| pe 6 6 

Although the above is unmistakeably in the Key of F major, yet at the 
second measure occurs a temporary digression into the Key of C. 

For the progression of voices sce 3, Example 22. Above at ), c, oc- 
curs the chord v119 in its first inversion, in which form it is most used. 

The following is the most feasible method of writing it. 

ie 47. 

Giz aS oe Beas 

S 135° 
Speers ‘-s 

see 
§ 29. As the chord vi1® has a similar harmonic effect to: the 

Dominant Seventh (which will be explained in the next chapter, ) 

writers often feel obliged to restrict themselves in the movement 

of the voices, in conformity with the rules for the resolution of 

the seventh, (see § 32.) This is necessary only when the chord 

appears in its original form. 

Example 48. 

Ssa==] ISS — ae: 
= See | == 

b 

ot _— pei ae Neda 

ee [P=ei=i== = et 
6 
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The stict movement of voice parts at a, leaves the second chord in- 

«omplete, it having no fifth. The progression at 6 is bad, because of the 

consecutive fifths between the Soprano and Alto. The progression, how- 

ever, atc, is perfectly good, because IF OF TWO CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS 

THE SECOND BE AN IMPERFECT (flat, or diminished) FIFTH, no inhar- 

monious effect results. Atd, is a not unfrequent movement of the first 

inversion of the triad v119. The learner must not mistake the first chord 

of e for a v110; it is in reality 110. See Example 35. 

§ 30. A regular progression of chords of the sixth in 
gradual motion is best accompanied as follows: 

Pee 49. 

Sate EEE: Ee aos fees ——+- 

==—fe s+ 2S i= 
eee o-lS— = -t i 

ae  eccmeeewene Pee eae <a 

The hidden octaves indicated by the lines are not objection- 

able in such cases. 

Obs. Thus it appears that a succession of two or more chords of the 
sixth founded on a bass moving by the tones of the scale, requires that 
one or more of the upper parts should move in Contrary motion with the 
bass. This will be clear from the following : 

ce 50. 

° S513 8/512 sig Slat 
_—_ =i — Sel 
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The last four chords of the above, serve to. show how. the Full Cadence 
(see Example 29) is. rendered more complete and satisfactory by the ad- 
dition of the chord of §. (See §.26, Ex. 43, and note to Exercise 4. ) 

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES. 

Exercise 24. 

E2- eee ee 
fs 6 6 3 5 6 6 

Bie = =i ==s— SS 4 
6 6 xe 6 6 6 

By: ts == = =sfs=3 SES 
eerie aj 

Ce ane 
4 

oe 

EXERCISE 25. 

Bi pedeies aie teres 
6 

5 pea PES SESESTSISISI 
be 6 re - sabe t 

Exercise 26. 

iis shes 
ae et ee ee RD sy 
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5:2, Se a es 

2) Soe ees ee ¢- Eee igh i — oe PE ma et 
5; 65 6 6 5 . 

4 | 

The learner who wishes to be very thorough, may transpose these last 

three exercises into the principal major and minor Keys, varying the posl- 

tions of the chords, and using both close and dispersed harmony. 

Note.—For further remarks on the chord of §, see § 71. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE CHORD OF THE SEVENTH. 

§ 31. The Cuorp oF THE Seventu is founded on the triad. 

and is formed by adding a new tone, the seventh from the root. 

Example 51. 

EA OMPEN Re SFi DMRS SD ee 
|= == 
Sosa = 

Vi rt -VI107 

Above are three chords of the seventh founded respectively on the 
dominant, supertonic, and leading note. In thorough bass this chord is 
indicated by the figure 7, and in our present system by the Roman nu- 
meral indicating the root, with the figure 7 added, as seen in the foregoing 
example 
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Obs. 1. All three of the chords above have the minor seventh ; chords 
with a major seventh will be classified differently, and treated of hereafter. 
See remarks to Example 99. 

Obs. 2. Of all the seventh chords, the most frequently used and most 
important is the chord founded on the fifth of the scale, and hence termed 
the Dominant SeventH. It has a major third, perfect fifth, and minor 
seventh, and is the same in both major and minor keys. (Consult § 19, 
TC) 

Obs. 3. The relation between the dominant and tonic triads, is plain 
from the preceding examples and cadences ; the addition of the seventh 
to the dominant triad renders this relationship much closer and more 
imperative. 

Example 52. 

i eee Sha ee ee WPLAE SR giaiicieted SURE Gs (LPS eer 

| Sots feta = = t ama Wi-—— -=S- -=- -o- ons ——se z ee WS 
-S- -S- "S- 

Jaci ees eS ee See 
C: 6 : 7 a 6 7 fd 

Or tHe DomInANT SEVENTH. 

§ 32. The Dominant Seventh, having two notes possessing 

a strong appellate quality, demands a corresponding progression 

of the voice-parts, at least so far as the appellate notes are con- 

cerned. These notes are the third of the chord (the leading 

note of the seale,) and the seventh, which is the fourth of the 

seale. he appellate quality of the leading note has already 

appeared (§ 24, { B,) and it is only necessary to remark that 

in the combination of the dominant seventh, this quality is much 

intensified. The tendency of the seventh is strongly downward, 

where it becomes the third of the next chord. 
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Example 53. 
rs es _—_e—_-—- f ee 

= ge — <> —_ "reece 

G2 —=|2=2| =< >— SS ———_ 

e 98 g h 
: @ le Baa Se ee Se en ney eae e 

= =s——|9'-s——f 2 ere a 
eS ES eS a ee 2 eee ood ee ere 

ee Vee oF Vf aes Ghee Wiese HEN 2 I 

$33. The harmonious progression of voices to form the 
next chord, is termed the Resoxurton of a chord. 

Obs. All chords, other than the minor and major triads (see § 29) 
have more or less-appellate quality (with only one exception, see § 53,) 
and require a more or less determinate resolution. Hence it appears that 
the triad, either major or minor, is the only chord with which a piece of 
music may terminate; and this should be in the fundamental position, 
and not inverted. 

§ 34. The Srricr resolution of the dominant seventh 
requires the parts to move thus ; the root, when the actual bass 
note, should move to the tonic, skipping either up a fourth, or 
down a fifth; the fifth of the chord may move either up or 
down by the step of a second, though in most cases it should 
move down. ‘he movement of the appellate notes is given 
above. 
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§ 35. It will be seen that the strict progression of parts 
leaves the second chord incomplete, (see, also a, Ex. 48.) This 
may be remedied by using an inversion of the seventh, (as will 
be seen in the next chapter,) or better for our present purpose, 
by omitting the fifth of the chord, and doubling the root. (See 
d, Example 53.) 

It is to be remarked that it is not advisable to omit the third, as that 
would leave the chord thin and weak ; and obviously if either the root or 

the characteristic note of a chord be suppressed, its nature and harmonic 

effect will be entriely changed. 

Example 54. 

; == —=_|--— — === Fe = 

a b c bad d 

7 <== a oe 

eSiaeen oaa Be ee ee ee 

Above at a, the fifth is omitted and the root doubled in the unison ; 

but d is better, the root being doubled in the octave ; so also at b; cis 

thin and unsatisfactory. Examining a,b, and c of Ex: 53, it will be 

seen that if we omit the seventh, ( F,) the chord is no longer a chord of 

the seventh but a triad; and if we omit the root, (G,) there remains 

only the chord v119. 

Norre.—By the term Cuaracreristic Nore, is meant the note which 

gives the chord its name, and to which its peculiar harmonic effect is due. 

Obs. The chord of the dominant seventh in its original form (unin- 

verted,) on account of its peculiarly final effect, should rarely be used, 

except under the following conditions, and at a lose. 

1. That the seventh be given to the highest voice; the next chord 

necessarily being in the tierce position renders the close incomplete ; and, 

2. That the chord appears on the accented part of the measure, which 

must be occupied by the tonic, in a satisfying cadence. See, also, § 35 

and 36. 
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Example 55. 

— —— fae ee fe 

=$=|-2—s-|-=-f-e- —=-F3-t 
ee ee ae ae a a a 
& BERS 7 be oe 

a b 

a — 4S hae oar 
2 nee <= =|- —|-=—= 
“+ “Roy TEMES AE IY eT LE, Ren come Rare eel weer eae 

For progression at 6, see § 35. 

The following exercises should now be written out by the 
learner in precisely the same manner as the preceding ones have 
been. See directions in § 17, and to Exercise 5. 

EXERCISE 27. 

an =e == == 

———s oe a eters 
J Ss {Ssh =i = 
ec Se ey aaa Fe ae at a = 

SSeS Ss 
The passage at a exemplifies the use of this chord in modulation. 

The passage at b will correctly appear somewhat as follows : 

Example 56. 

ee S32 Se Et 
[eis = ae ei? =- 

5 $9342) 2 55 j= =5i 
6 7T-E Is 6 CURE 

4 4 
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Exercise 28. 

Si =I es -4- — 
PRIS ae =e fae Se 

Seeee eee re ee 
b 6 6 5655 £66 6 

EXERCISE 29. 

Pele = = i= a t=] 
6 2 4 7 

eae me EI ART —— zt ‘: 

eiaes a =Sh= = ose 
7 ", 7 Obc-Oa.an 56 5 

+ = at i 4 Hy 4 
§ 85. The Dominant seventh may resolve directly into the 

triad of the sixth of the scale ; the root moving up one degree ; 

the fifth down one degree ; and the third and seventh as before. 

This progression belongs to the class of Deceptive CADENCEs, 

and like them is used in the middle of a phrase ; never as a 

final close, where either the Authentic or Plagal cadence must 

always occur. 

Example 57. 

eh eelSS! — —_ Ss) = ---=— fe (Sle S= 
a c 

= rescet: —S- == ae =f 

= a abe eS a 
Or WI acitereyie VI CG: V7 vra:V 
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At a andc are examples of this progression in the key of C major, and 

at b and d, in the key of A minor. 

In this treatment of the dominant seventh, none of the sounds may be 

doubled. 

Exercise 30. 

Pigea: EF fe lesa eae 
6 6 7 6 7 7 

4 

ae aeacedal il aes a tae b= fS— PURE (SEP i 

2 
6 6 b7 b7 : 

OF == ese Ie ene Rees ROCIG! as REGED EE | 

2S eee: 
6 7 6 6 7 
4 4 

§ 36. Any progression in which the Donmmant seventh is 

immediately succeeded by some other than the tonic triad, is 
termed a Deceptive CapENncE; these may occur as follows: 

1. By the chromatic alteration of one or more notes, trans. 

forming the chord into an inversion of another seventh. See 
Chapter Five, Ex. 62. 

2. By the proper progression of one or more of the voices, 
while the others remain stationary, or move diftrently from 
Examples 53 and 57. And it is to be observed, that whenever 
in a deceptive resolution of the dominant seventh, the seventh 
remains stationary, (that is, is repeated in the next chord,) the 
other parts are no longer required to move in any special mannex, 
but are unrestricted. 

[5*] 
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Example 58. 

-S—S:--—s--s— ——_—. eS 
—— — ——_ = 

PER on ARS $n Be ——————— ee ae 
Seay ee ee ae hes concn eee eens ees eee ie 

a b 

Sal me Bo men ho ee oe =o 

-—3—S---Ss | - SSS eee 
Zo > SF - PEGA NETLcceastanine 
CO Fig VE ae Oe aa eee 

At a the dominant seventh is succeeded by an inversion of the mediant 
triad ; at b, by the triad of the supertonic; atc, by an inversion of the 
sand onaTneit triad ; at d, the same in the minor mode. 

3. Whenever the dominant seventh (uninverted) progresses 
to the first inversion of the tonic triad ; this occurs only when 
the seventh moves up a degree, and then the bass part must 
proceed to that note which the seventh would have taken, hai it 
resolved strictly. 

Example 59. 

——= =Fes os =——>— =3=e=! 

Wee very bad. | 

——_ 

The movement of voices in the second measuré of the aboye is worse 

than any mere consecutive octaves. 

4, And when in like case the root remains stationary. 
(See a, Ex. 58.) 
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Example 60. 

a ED Se 

a 

| 7 
“SS se er er eee 
J=s—s—=-fs— el j 
ee cme es ee ee eee Re TS EE ae 

Exercise 31. 

sug pire ee 
Bea 

oils ss SSeS SSE] 
, 6 7 RR cncreoreeay aa 

i 4 # 4 # 

At the third measure of the foregoing, consult Ex. 48, e. 
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CHAPTER V. 

INVERSIONS OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH. 

§ 37. 1. When the original third of a chord of the seventh 
is used as the bass note, it is termed the First Inversion of 
the seventh, or the Cuorp or Tue Sixta anp Firtu. 

2. When the original fifth is the bass note, the chord is said 
to be in its Seconp Inversion, otherwise the Cuorp or TUE 

Fourtu anp THIRD. 

3. When the original seventh is the bass note, the chord is 
in its Turrp Inversion, otherwise the Cuorp or tar Fourtu 

AND SECOND. 

Example 61. 

vo os @ 
6 4 4 
5 3 2 

oe ee ee EE 
® x , 
OS Pa a a a Jem 

2 + 2 —— ———— — —— 

Os VE Ne ee 

Above, (the root being represented by a white note, and the accessory 

sounds by black notes,) are the three inversions of the dominant seventh. 
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Obs. The full figuring of the first inversion would be Bs of the 

second inversion #; and of the third inversion 3 but in practice it is 

customary to abbreviate the figuring as above. 

The learner should now write out in full the dominant sevenths with 

their inversions, in the principal major and minor keys, using both close 

and dispersed harmony. 

§ 38. The resolutions given in sections 34 and 36 apply 

equally to all the inversions of the chord of the seventh ; but the 

secondary resolution explained in § 35, is not used with the 

inversions of the seventh. 

Example 62. 
| 

ay —— <i e ry 

poe =—E2 —— === >=s —S. = Ss— 
i aa —— = SS == Si acme =a 
a b 

te ellie ensile ah es 
a Race aa aie aon a Na eae es Be acca, Se ae ead BSS === soe . 
SS — be — a ee es ee 

Ce-36 4 
5 3 F 

0 RRR AS APT OT Oo EEN ae ROE TE =3— ss s- Fst 
Ree GTR ee Bl RR RT OREN WM 2 See 

é if g h 
-——— ~;_2- S22. = 

are EI SS, 

2S SSS sa 
7 des ~ 6 ee 7 6 

: # bs b2 b5 

At a, b, and c, are given the strict resolutions of the inversions of the 
dominant seventh. ‘The progressions at d, e, f, g, and fh, are in exeme 
plification of § 36, and are deceptive cadences. Below will be seen their 
application to the inversions of the seventh. 
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Example, 63. 

i dala! 
SESISSE peel 
SEER 7 RRR) PR PO OAT wed 6 Ta A a FS SEARS SL 

fe, €or poe 
y ie as 2 ee 3 4 1 9° ahd 5 : gas . 

These examples might be multiplied almost indefinitely, but the above 

is believed to be amply sufficient to show the principle governing the use 
of deceptive cadences. 

EXeRcise 383. 

pias EET : 

6 4 Take. bo 26 6 6 6°" 
3 he: 205 «4 5 - ® bd 

Dawe 

Sa ee =e 
ae 4 6 Goad 

b 5 4 
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Nors.— The marking with Roman numerals, may be suspended in 

Eixercises 32-36, until after the study of Chapter VII. See § 66. 

Exercisp 34. 

ahi: SSS Stas Se 
B=. 6 7 6 6 4. 

4 a 5 5 2 

ipsa ee at 

rae : 

Se === sea 
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CHAPTER VI. 

SECONDARY CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH. 

§ 39. Secondary chords of the seventh, are those founded 

on any other note of the scale than the dominant, wherever a 

minor seventh will occur without chromatic alteration. 

Obs. Any chromatic change of a note necessitates and includes a change 
of key; except in the case of the dominant of the minor, and of certain 
chords to be mentioned hereafter.—See sections 52, 53, and 54. 

The most important of the secondary sevenths are those 

founded on the supertonic of the major scale, and the leading 

note of the major scale, the supertonic of the minor scale and 

the leading note of the minor scale. 

Example 64. 

=Se See: 
Tis TOne ae a —e a 

—-g@- 

a b Cc d 
—_—— f caches an 5 hos) SS ee EE 

+ ___ @—— eee Oe eee Bee eA 

Ci Ge Ge vi197 a: 1107 V1107 

The chord at d, a seventh founded on the leading note of the minor 

scale is an exception, as it has a Dim1nIsHED seventh ; this chord how- 

ever is different from the chromatically altered Diminished seventh, wi ch 

will be treated of in another chapter. (§ 53.) 
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Obs. The chords vy1197 and 1197 are composed of the same notes, but 

gs they occur in different connections, and have different resolutions, they 

must be kept distinct. See remark on e, Example 48.) 

§ 40, These secondary sevenths are inverted in the same 

manner as the dominant seventh, and the figuring of both 

species is the same. They may be readily recognized by the 

fact that the original third is in all cases a minor third ; the 

original fifth of 17 is a perfect fifth; the original fifths of vm°7, 

1197, and vi107 are flat (or imperfect) fifths. 

If, on examination a chord cf the seventh be found to have a minor 

third, we know at once it cannot be a Dominant seventh ; if it have also 

a flat fifth, it necessarily is either v1197, 1197 or minor v1197 ; if it have 
a diminished seventh, it is the minor v1197. 

Example 65. 

ib: —— —-— 
=e Se at 

chunteie—— laa nial — Yi ee 

5 Se Ee es ae = 
Resta Wet oe Bs 117 Ab: i107 ab: ge vI107 

§ 41. The chord 1’, having but one appellate note, the 

seventh, is much less restricted in its resolution than the domi- 

nant seventh ; but nevertheless has a marked tendency to move 

to the dominant seventh. The chord 1% has the same 

tendency. 

The voice parts move as follows: the root, if in the bass, 

steps directly to the dominant; the original third, if not the 

bass note, remains stationary, becoming the seventh of the nex/ 

chord ; the fifth and seventh each step one degree downward. 
[6] 
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Example ee 
v 
a a ee eWphsedits J en at ee a LY ~ es — | —} ~ snd —f- pre —— =] — ae aes oe Seas 
“SSeS - =—==SSS s=st = = S=S Ss 

6 4 6 
7 5 7 & 7 mG 

—— -2- 9: Sas StS eet SE 
Sita RRA he ieee = a oe ee 

te Wat IN7 ev 17 V7 7 V7 

Above are the resolutions of the chord 117, and of its inversions. The 
following example gives the resolution of the corresponding chords in the 
minor mode. 

ees a ies at 

J =Foee = - 3 

| Zs Ss =a ~~ => = —— aE = 
7 7 4 ° 

| lige 2 2 
: ; —_ = ma ——— ee 

S- =s=— 

= i — oor eer == =s= =|— S24 = 
2 = -—— fs —o meno 
‘a: 1197 V7 ai ise 107 V7 1107 V7 

§ 42. The secondary seventh founded on the leading note, 
tends immediately to the tonic triad, in both major and minor modese 

This results from the appellate quality of the leading note itself. 

‘Bxample 68. 
a : ee 

a === eae ===} 
-SSS51 Sally Sa! Set SS 

4 | #4 #6 
7 3 6 7 3 6 5 6 

eee See SSeS Ss = a 
2a |S 2 =F =n Secn = 
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_ These chords seldom or never occur, except in the forms given above, 

the other inversions being crude and weak.—Compare a, abcve, with 

Example 67, a; also 0, with Ex: 67, c. 

Obs. It will be seen on examination of the preceding two examples, 

that the principles of resolution, as given in sections 24, { B, and 32, are 

fully regarded ; as also the avoidance of unmelodious progression in any 

voice part. (See Note to Exercise 20.) 

§ 43. | All that has been said of free progression of parts, as 

regards the dominant seventh (§ 386, ‘clauses 1 and 2) applies 

equally to the resolution of secondary sevenths. 

Exercise 85. (See § 43. ) 

a es S- TSE =—_——- eed mn 

fo) pe — Erp See =i = fre eee “ee Se 
ee 

XS 6 7 6 
~ 5 ‘5 # : i: 4 

ED: 2 l
ee ——— ne

e = = =e
 Bs 

Ra he Te Lg : ; 
ur 5 ‘Sei, + 9 bs fs 

3 
ao sfs=s. =—=S a == = == === Eats = 
‘26 7 5 edt f #3 

5 oO TS *t 

poet ——s- etn = > 
pe Saeko 2 ne SBC 

6 6 6 7 
5 5 inte 

Vere ae [e et =e -———— 
a pb et 

6 7 7 
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Notre.—The first inversion of the chord 117 (see Example 64, a) jj iB 
precisely what has been termed by some English writers the ADDED 
S1xTH, or SuspomMINANT S1xTH. 

Exerctsr 36, 

‘SSeS 7 
Fo: 

5 te 4 

BE ise j= stS == 
4 e 

q 

D2 ee 
6 

2 5 eS A 
65 + 6 6 6 7 

5 4 # 5 Ba 4 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

§ 44. To assist the learner in the correct identification and 
marking of chords, we will observe that in practice the figuring 
of the sevenths and their inversions is abbreviated thus; the 

fundamental (or original) form, where the root of the chord is 

also the bass note, is figured with a 7 only; unless some one or 

more of the notes are affected by chromatic signs, which must 

appear in the figuring. (See fourth measure of Exercise 55.) 

The full figuring of the inversions of the seventh is used only 

under similar circumstances. (See § 37.) Any chord whose 

proper full Heuring (computing each interval from the actual 

bass note, ) is § at ds or , is a chord of the seventh, or one of 

its inversions. If the original third prove to be a major third 

* 
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‘of four semitones, see Ex. 4,) the chord is of necessity a domi- 
nant seventh ; if the third be minor and the fifth perfect, it is 
the secondary seventh on the supertonic of the major scale, 

(11°) ; if the third be minor andthe fifth flat (or imperfect, ) 

the chord is the secondary seventh either on the leading note of 

the major scale, or second degree of the minor (v11°" or 1197, ) 

determined by circumstances of key and of resolution. (See 
Examples 67 and 68.) If the third be minor, the fifth flat, and 
the seventh diminished, the chord is the secondary seventh on 
the leading note of a minor scale, and may further be identified 
by the fact that the root will always have either a 9 org. Any 
other combination of notes than these, such as chords with a 

major seventh, with an augmented fifth, with a diminished third, 
are fundamentally different, and belong to quite another class of 
harmonies. 

Example 69. 

| aa 
ry 
Ne eee ee 

On examining the foregoing chord, the first interval, C-F2, 
is a fourth, the next, C—A, a sixth, and the next, C-K, a third ; 
the full figuring, therefore is g, (§ 28.) This, according to § 37 
and 39, is the second inversion of a chord of the seventh ; the 
second inversion takes place when the original fifth is the bass 
note, C is therefore the original fifth, A the original third, B the 
original seventh, and F¥ the root or foundation note of the chord.’ 
This gives the chord in its fundamental position, thus : 
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Example 70. 

Now the third is seen to be minor; the chord therefore is a 

sezondary seventh ; the fifth is a flat fifth (or imperfect fifth, ) 
and observing that the seventh is a minor seventh, we identify 
the chord as either vi1°7 in the key of G, or 1197 in the key of 
EK minor, to be determined by its resolution, thus : 

Example 71. 

a b 

| SS a 
a gS KS) — —— oe a 

{(S= S--7=—S_1—-S— 
4 6 4 7 A Ho 

co Sard amare] pares ee 
F 5 —a be === 

| v1197 JT 1107 V7 1: 

At a, consult Example 68, b; at b, consult Ex 67,¢. Similar exercises 

may be given by the teacher, if thought necessary. 

§ 45. - Secondary sevenths founded on the mediant and sub- 

mediant, having a minor third and perfect fifth, cannot be classed 

as belonging to the scales of their roots, but from their necessary 

resolutions, must be considered as chords of modulation (or 

change of key,) and therefore as in each case involving a modus 

lation, and founded on the supertonic of the new key. 
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Example 72. 

(—rme2 | em mia of as cs Pa | a 
a = a co) — as 
S-S|=-21 SSIS S-Se-31S, Sys 
S251 SS SS SSIS CS SS SS - = 
SS TSS — as  -e-—-S- 34> — 

ee 

i 

— —7 
Sk SEES | — Rear Seo aie ED — aa SI 
}e a $+ — — —S apoye: __— ceauee J —_—— - : -S 

Jaca oe aber =t_ aie Es maa [le Pees 

eee Vit vis: ir V4 1 Ceo Tel V7 viD: 117 V7 

el — — 

When, however, they move according to the free progressions given in 

§ 42, they may be classed as 1117 and v1’. 

Example 73. 

ee ocr EE am TES — = = sl 

See sersles igs sS Ea SIS = - ee esate == py | = 2 
: => -=S- 

5s =2|=c5 imemsee hos 2 ms a te es ae te is === So 
C:I1 I Vivi vi? vi®# V7I OC: L V7 viii? Vil 

| 

5 

= 

CHAPTER VIL. 

CHORDS OF THE NINTH, ELEVENTH, AND 

THIRTEENTH. 

3 46. When, to the chord of the dominant seventh, we add 

a new sound, at the distance of a ninth from the root, the com 
b nation is termed Tur Cuorp or tue Ninta. 
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Example 74. 

FO): V9 a: vo 

Obs. 1. In the major scale the ninth will be major, and in the minor 
scale it will be minor, as seen above. 

Obs. 2. In the chord of the ninth, the characteristic interval is by no 
means a compound second, but a real ninth. (See § 8). 

Obs. 3. In four voice music, one of the sounds of the ninth must neces- 

sarily be suppressed; as this cannot be either the root or ninth, (§ 35, 

remark preceding Example 54,) the fifth should be the omitted note ; the 
omission of the third is unadvisable, as it leaves the chord miserably thin 

and weak. 

§ 46. The chord of the ninth resolves directly into the tonic, 

the ninth moving down one degree, (never skipping) and the 

other notes moving precisely as in the strict resolution of the 

deminant seventh. (§ 34.) 

Example 75. 

—== — + -— ‘S— —_—S— —— = — +— aun St ——_—- ann === s- et s-Fssiss— 
—-e— — = 4 ws = Ee eee — fae oe ee ee ES 1 ea. 

pF a ——— saben “kes ee a a, — f== lal ce 

ey eas, ae a ——— ee oie SEY we a a ee 

Cs EV V9 I a° IV Vo I 

& 

The inversions of the ninth are very seldom used in vocal music, and 

will not be considered in the present work. 
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§ 48, Secondary chords of the ninth, formed by adding the 

intervals of the ninth to the secondary sevenths, sometimes oceur 

in modern instrumental music, but as they are of extremely rare 

occurrence in vocal writing, it will be sufficient to state that they 

may always be classified as suspensions or passing notes, which see. 

§ 49. Chords of the Eleventh are formed from Dominant 

ninths, by adding the interval of the Eleventh. 

Example 76. 

Senet a ran ane 
== 

Sais =z 

— sees Se: 
ee ee Be et 

C: Vit a: yi 

The only form of this chord which it is necessary to mention 

here, is the chord of the Firra anp Fovurru, which principally 

occurs in a perfect cadence, and is used instead of the §, to 
prolong the effect of a close, and render it more complete and final. 

Example 77 
b 

-=---+- pine 

— = = 

=f -S-S- Ss 
->- 

pry <1 ve v7 1 ABMs, oF va Wry 

62225 
Jar Ss bt | 

hy AVE NGS oD 

a 

{| 
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The examples at a and b, above, sufficiently show the use and resoln- 
tion of thia chord. Atc is given an inversion of this harmony, sometimes 
employed. It is proper to state that the chords marked v4, would more 
properly be marked V11. 

Obs. 1. It will be seen that both the root and characteristic note are 
retained, according to Example 54, and preceding remark. 

Obs. 2. Secondary chords of the Eleventh sometimes occur, but they 
will not be treated of here, for the reason given in § 48. | 

§ 50. By adding a new sound (at the distance of the 
thirteenth from the root,) to the chord of the eleventh, is formed 
Tue Cuyorp oF tHE Turrteenrn. It is almost never met with 
in vocal music, except in the following form. 

Example 78. 

| | | : 
a ——  —  -s —_ — - — 7 — | — ---44-——_ 47 —_ r ——_- 

@-2 52-2 =33| SSS St uiponyety ct te eget Psa MW — TS SS Spans ela Shee a 
} 

Lis, ee a -S-}=— Ss ea hs eh gh 
2 aoe ear 7a Samal (ol MEAL. NMR (ol ONTEREELS und Iban a Sementy oy 
aD TT ON GAS ° ST TRENT... Seta — =e 

C;: I s#iv07 Vi3 #yo7 vr — IJili8 II? yi 

§ 51. In addition to the rules heretofore given for the move- 
ment of the inner parts (alto and tenor,) it now becomes neces- 

sary to add the following directions. (Consult section 16, E, 

F’, and G.) 

q A. In writing for four ‘voice-parts, no two parts should 
move so as to produce consecutive seconds or sevenths, either 

hy 

major or minor. 

{ B. No part should skip to a note below the one previously 

sung by the next lowest part, nor above the one previously sung 

by the next highest, except where one of the parts moves only 

A minor second. 
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Oi;. This does not apply to cases where the voices leave a unison and 

spread out into a chord, or the converse. 

{ C. A note affected by a sharp, naturally moves upward 

one degree of the staff, and a flatted note one degree downward ; 

but sometimes either may be cancelled: by a natural. 

{ D. The bass part naturally moves by skips of a third, 

fourth, fifth, or octave ; rarely by the skip of a sixth, and never 

by the skip of a major seventh, or even of a minor seventh, if 

it can be avoided. The melody (or Soprano part) is less 

restricted, but the skip of a major seventh is never to be employed 

in any part. The inner parts should move by as small skips as 

possible. 

Example ee 
a 

— -EES== = 
= = -S- Saba 
ee =—¢= "= [=== — =—f=F—— aa 

= as oes cite cae Cat ers eer eras ee 

pt Se SL 

) == 

eae a 
| = Sess Sec ee at 

eo =—— = | MOS eee eel Bere oe 
spe 

—— _——s a -=- ee ae — oe 
~ OR ee St re Pe ER ny Fl J =s—— = == sit 5 a 
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l m n 
| | ui sl ite gee | Rt | 
== 4 = p= =S === sas bss ts rss —S 

eet alata — Pea Pee en a) ge Seer 
Sea SS _ oop a ——. — 

S aaaiEEEEEEEEEEnEe te ee eee 

Examples a, 6, c, and d, refer to J A, and are all bad; e and f refer to 
“|B, and are bad, g and h are passable; 7, k, and 1 refer to 9 C, and are 
good; m, andn are bad. 

{ . Itisarule of good progression, that when any note 
of a chord is to be chromatically altered in the next chord, the 
same voice part should sing both notes. ‘Disregard of this, 
produces the infelicitous effect termed Fatsze Retarron. 

Example 80. 

a b 

= == —— es Sf 
<5 iA Sacshan— gO Sad Mi ARNT GED Abid i ON TP I RS | =s—s-1-S- = = tee 

—— —_———_——_ 

pCa eae he ae ae =a PE —-Som_— see eouile eida ba. 
pee —— press — | ————_ — SS — FS _ SS --S 
=== = ee ee ee oe 

“= Se" ees SS es 
Fae Reisooeries ea haa — fet Done aS ed Ba = a —— 
9 pe mata =< = ——_— =— + ——_ ——_—=-+——_ 

——_—— er - TF 
St —— _—_— See eee 

i 

At 1, c, and e, are instances of False Relation, corrected at 6, d, and f. 

Obs. If, however, the first chord be a primary chord (i, e, has a major 

third) and its original third become either the root or the perfect fifth of 

the second chord, the progression is not objectionable, whatever the 

raovement of parts. 
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Example 81, 
b 

=2=35 ee aE ah a2 Mh —— =- “24 
=s==-t . =---3—S—-S— ate ea -daeat 

-s-t-s—ses--3-¢ = Ss S- 

: pase 7 a) oe Ss ps — pee = =e 
Se -— ——_—_ + — -— + 

—————— ewe —— oF 

d 

==-f == =e oe =f | ho aee J = ———— z= MISS jess “Saipja=s-FS= 
-==T— <a = 
2 (26g See 2 ee ===} |} ars ma RMT RESP IE 

Jag anand URES HL PSUEN CER ES cad 

Above, a, b, and d, are admissible, as the first chord has an original 
major third; cis bad, and e worse, as it has a double false relation. 

{ F. Two second inversions of chords of the same species 

(both primary or both secondary) should not succeed each other, 

whatever be the progression of the separate voices. 

Example 82. 

ee - SS Se eS ee ieee 
| = SS Ss SS 

--. -e- -& = -=- -s- 

| see a ae ee ee f 
a eae a ES we 

4 4 6 6 6 eee | 
‘ 3 3 4 4 4 Stas 

The progressions at a, c, and d, are bad; the one at 0 is admissible, as 
on¢ is a secondary, the other a primary chord. 

[7] 
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{ G. The extreme parts (Soprano and Bass) should net 
have the false relation of the Tritone. ($ 6, Obs. 3.) 

Example 83. 

a b c d e 
Ps aires en ee = yan a Rete oes 6 oAE SERIOE Eom 
s-s|= -S—S f[-=— =sj=f= = =o = -SN=- ——— -S—-=> tS tS—S=si= 

“a, : 

saad. Fi tons Metet —S— ah se el 
——_S- ea = ae a -=—=- = _ =f 

FE ER 3 See ——J Morita amas i 
Stes ae ea Chey Rae =p === j eM Sd bce 

It will be felt that the progression at a sounds horribly; 6 is almost as 

bad, because of the false relation between soprano and alto, and because 

the appellate quality of the leading note is disregarded (§24, ] B) ina 

pecuiiarly offensive manner; if the F were sharped, these infelicities 

would be removed, and the progression become the common and very 

harmonious I-V : c is good, d and e equally so. ; 

The learner should now review Exercises 33-36, correcting 

any false relations or inharmonious effects in his first writing of 

them, and supply the Roman numeral indicating the root of 

each chord. 

EXERCISE 37. 

ipa A Sh bank Da ace eac - 

53 Sf Ses eS et ee cee — eee ee ee — ee 

F: 7-9 677 6 

PES Se pill SOMA WA ac. (cea REE ee 

6 7 7 56 6 7 
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Exercise 88. 

ea =P: Spas ok a = 
4 a 

Seats ee 
Bie Spe SES 

So Fed are fees es 7 (ey 6 26 5 7 

‘ +f ; 4 # 

sie te 39. 

Pope = aes =[(s—sf=— ae a | 
ke 6 bos oe At os 

i + 

ae rain eae = = 
4 Ls mt 

* 3 

SES COL PN OG TIDY BINS 

==} eit 
5 
oi 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

CHORDS OF THE AUGMENTED SIXTH, AND 
CHROMATICALLY ALTERED HARMONIES. 

$51. Seated on the Subdominant (or on the sixth of the 
mior scale) are often found three different chords, but all alike 
in this, that each has the interval of the augmented sixth, and 
resolves into the dominant of the relative minor. (In the minor, 
directly into the dominant. ) 

1. A chord thus seated, with an augmented fh, and major 
third, (in four part writing the original third, and that only, 
must be doubled,) is termed the Cuorp or tue IrTaLran 
SIxTH, 

2. With the augmented sixth, sharp fourth, and major third, 
itis THe Frencn Sixtu. : 

3. With the augmented sixth, perfect fifth, and major third, 
it is called Toe German Sixtu. 

Example = 
bE 

= == ot —— bam a SRR REE bares es ete = i soey msi —y 

Se ee 
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At a, isan Italian Sixth; at ba French Sixth, and at c a German Sixth, 

with their strict resolutions. 

Nors. As the investigation of the derivation of these chords would 

be necessarily prolix, and with but little, if any, practical use to the sing- 

er or player, it is dispensed with in this place. The reader who wishes to 

be informed more particularly, may consult the author’s COURSE OF 

Harmony, page 80. These chords are not used in an inverted form. 

Obs. The French and German sixth have free resolutions, like the 

following. 

eae 85. 

cle -$—-4 4-+— = ee 
=>} {=> = etfs eles 

oe es — eee ee 

Becn foe = =e =f 
or rae am Cae WS GCA ae 9 ES SY 

Exercise 40. 

baparese 66 Se _it. gs He ee Fr. 

Soy Eee ee cee ee 
TG a ie Lowe 6 565 6 

5 5 5 : # 5 

Ger. 

Ze=ee Sereae ee zeae 
foot 70 w #6 HS 56 6 

See Leet ts 
ote eee on Ger. Oe 

sri se eararererd ens o —@—e- 

net SE T=: a I 5 PAEY 
ene me bor A 

3 

a 
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Exercise 41. 

Ppa a Peet 
f : 6: 3,7 eee Ae 6 bs 

ee — —_ 

ae —-—_— 

ya Re a5 toe By = ets 
4 

4 b 3 

7S SS SSS = 
Bh Wie: fee MG 

Exercise 42. 

Pa Pea Sa eae 
fit: | 6p baler eer eee On aes 

4 2 5 pa 

eg ia -2 o a eal en 

HF apie ey pe eo ec soe pease ee ed eee eg 
7 6 66 + — 6 #6 6—#4665 6 7. 
ee gee 2 arenes 5 fea 

3 

§ 58. The chromatic alteration of one or more notes of a 

fundamental chord of either species (primary or secondary) 

either causes a modulation into a new key, or gives a different 

harmonic effect to the chord. If the chromatic alteration intro- 

duces neither an augmented or diminished interval, (excepting 

only the augmented sixth with the combinations treated of in the 

preceding section,) there is only a modulation, or temporary 
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change of key, and such cases having already been menticmed in 

sections 36 and 42, need not be enlarged on. If, however, the 

chromatic alteration gives rise to augmented or diminished 

intervals, a harmonic effect will ensue, different from any of the 

combinations heretofore classified. 

§ 54. The most frequent chromatic alteration of a funda 

mental harmony, is the sharping the root of the dominant seventh, 

which gives the chord of the Diminisnep Seventy. This 

must not be confounded with the chord v1197 in the minor scale, 

which is radically different. (See remark following Example 

64.) This chord is remarkable, as having absolutely no appel- 

late quality ; it may be introduced on any note of the scale, and 
made the basis of a modulation in any direction ; that is, any 

one of its sounds may be made the new tonic, towards which the 
other sounds gravitate. 

Example 86. 

S 22S ee = = Sa 

See 2s | - 7S -S yee — es 

Seo Ss ee 
87 een GEL | i es el 

4 4 
2 

3 ae eee 

|g =#2 2S 18 ——s 
ee ae eeu. 7 sine m7 On Dageaiy 7 oSae 

bs bs bs 
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Norte. In the fundamental marking of intervals, the augmen ed inter- 
vals have been indicated by an accent placed after the numeral, we will 
identify diminished intervals hereafter by an accent placed before the 
figure indicating the interval. 

Obs.1. The above examples do not by any means exhaust the 
possible progressions of the diminished seventh; they are given as the 
principal ways in which it moves. 

Obs. 2. The vagueness of effect of this chord, and the facilities it offers 
for cheap modulation, have occasioned great abuse of it by young com- 
posers. 

§ 55. The chromatic raising of the fifth of the triad, 
(whether accompanied by the seventh, or not) is much used by 
modern composers, generally on the dominant. | 

Pee 87. 

a =} aS Ee Fase 

be pecans al PE Vege 

But this may also occur on the Tonic or Subdominant triads. J 

Example 88. 

pete ==s 

faite ease et 
§ 56. A Passina Cuorp is one have by either diatonic or 

chromatic gradual contrary motion, regular chords appear, but 

without their fundamental connection with the key. 
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Example 89. 

SSS at Zh. 

635 sas Jtalet =taleaw "ats =f 

er ene baa 

sf 4S CFR SS ee ee 

As all such passages are susceptible of explanation according to the 

principle of § 36, they need not occupy more of our time here. 
Obs. Some writers define Passing chords as formed by the occurrence 

of passing-notes; the impropriety of such a classification will appear in 
the chapter on Appoggiaturas and Passing Notes. 

Note. Many more alterations and combinations are practicable, but 
want of space prevents their being noticed here. 

Exercise 43. 

oS ee em 
C: 627 D7 eGo. 5 6 6 #6 # 

ae 

~_ fama 

eee BL ee = Sey a = EK (| = 
4 4 64 ae Gi TG ae OL See Ge 
3 2 2 4 b b 

2 

ee ee: (tiled Easih — Teds ial Wha ae Ce = 
#6 6 4 6 DiiGh 767 
pee eD) b5 

In writing these exercises, the learner is reminded of the direction given 
in § 16, E. 
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ae 44, 

Piss sate te ea 
6 7 are a 7 

9 Te 2 STA a tS iS ep r= ear 
6.7 eG ‘ + rs e a 

b 5 
6 
4) 

Exercise 45. 

= ie ee SES I 
7 7 75 — 6 6 

Le 5 

FD: ees = =\— [= sf irs ae =e ——_= | 
4 b7 ao Oe eee 7 

* 2 ‘ bbb i 

tele Paes Stet 
st 4 6 b7 He ets 76 7 
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CHAPTER IX. 

ON SUSPENSION, AND THE PREPARATION 

OF CHORDS. 

§ 57. Whenever a necessary (or even expected,) progres- 

sion is delayed in such a manner that a voice-part which is to 
descend one degree in order to take its proper place in the next 
chord, remains stationary, and moves to its place later in the 
measure, such effect is termed a SUSPENSION. 

Sta oo aoa 

ese =a == == 
= 

5 2 eee 
At a is the suspension of a seventh; at b, of a primary third; atc, of 

the root, in the bass part; at d, of u primary fifth, at e, of the root in the 
aito part. 

§ 58. Suspension includes dissonance, and the mere sustain- 
ing a concordant sound common to both chords, or even if it be 
a consonant part of one primary chord, and dissonant part of 
the other primary chord, is not properly a suspension. (See 
Note.) 
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ee 91. 

yea Seat ss = er ag Sj — = = H== sfs=s=} SS ae ahem we ae 

“ee —s S- | nae ST 3 
aie et ee a pen at poe | === Ss ay ES FT Sn  — Pan SRR RENT | EREVMRERE NH Ux Coors IRON IEMA koe i Le PN ORR ——— Bee aT Se 35 a—ots 

Ett 
There is no suspension, athe merely a prolongation or connecting notes. 

Nevertheless, if there be a progression from one primary 
chord to another, and the prolonged note is foreign to the second 
chord, it is considered a suspension, even if, through omission 
or substitution of notes of the second chord, there be no 
dissonance. | eens: 

Be ire 92. 
|. be a ia a SSS _—- ae ls SSS Se SS ee Te 

| a —_ = iene - ce =e —_* = | cL &, += 
—_ —sS-— _— Ss —- —— —_———— = — SSS EP aD 

a. =S ears a — = = an = eas) ee 

->- -S- 

pe 4227 =e 
2 a ae BA WRAD Wei 5G ERIR 0 0! 

NoTE. With regard to their construction, primary chords are those 

triads and sevenths which have original major thirds; all other chords 

being secondary, except the Augmented sixths, Diminished sevenths, 

and those mentioned in sections 48, 49, and 54, which are termed Deriva- 

tive chords. But with regard to Harmonic progression, the primary 
chords are reckoned the triads of the tonic, dominant, and subdominant, 
in both major and minor keys, and the dominant seventh. 

§ 59. The presence in the previous measure of the note to 
be suspended, is termed the Preparation of the suspension, 

and should always be on the unaccented part of the measure, 

and with a note of equal (or greater) duration than the suspen- 

sion ; the suspension occurring on the accent 
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: aa 93. 

=" peer fetes — == °f-. == == +f 
SS —-+ -Goass- —<—~——* 

al = SS =t- pl Be pare pe ——_ 

| 

— hes _S- Sif So Sass 

Fe sap ee — ee, BM ed ER — TET 
—e— —_—_—_—— = ——— ee ee a — — - ee ee 

Examples a and 6 are bad; c is good. 

§ 60. The note which forms the resolution of the suspension 

must not be sounded with the suspension itself; neither may 

any suspended note be doubled. 

Example 94. 
a : os oe 

Tals = Mic ae baie == a i see 

| | 
akan —-;—-e— P= S3== 56 ee 

The bad effect at a, between séatane' and Tenor is corrected at 5; e is 
doubly bad, but corrected at f by means of passing notes, which will be 
explained hereafter. (§ 68.) 

Remark. In certain cases, when the resolving note is the 
root of the second chord, and the symmetrical progression of 
voices requires it, the first clause of § 60 may be disregarded, 
especially if the resolving note be in the bass part, and always 
at the distance of at least one octave. 

Example 95. 
a l b 

BS ce enmeat od neccnaeand oe 

iZ--=- S—= | en hoe == fe eo 2 
-S-{—S— {-e-}|— Ss —|-=s| -e—-tseft Ss We oa Pe pear ae —_—-e--— pr ee eee 

F ae ee | S- 
-e- -= 

= ar fh See == a 2 i 2 ee 
[8] 

—_ Oe eee oe 
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§ 61. Consecutive Octaves and Fifths (§ 16, | F,) are not 
covered or made admissible by the suspension of one of the 
parts. 

Example 96. 
'! ie gas taht: me —_— b — a, Way ro =i =e Sst 

Pein __——) a x bi tS 1 ee SS | Se 
~ en = i Se 

oe =e | coal 5-3-7 --=.- =— = Sa e = Sis eee —————_1___ ——-— gg, a F—F- een A He 

The examples above are both very bad, especially 5, which has been 
purposely crowded with faults. 

§ 62. When a note which should ascend one degree to the 
next chord, is delayed, as given in § 56, the effect is termed 

RETARDATION. 

The same rules apply, as to preparation and resolution, that pply prep 
have been given in sections 56-60. 

Example 97. 

PCDEL TEA PPR AS RTE (OPES: SSE ET 5 
— a=l=S= sate — 

SL 
S-_ eae AS OE 

a ee —-E5>- eee ee Se eee 

§ 63. Sometimes two or even three notes of a chord are 

suspended ; in which case each part must be properly prepared 

and resolved. 
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fore 98. 
a 

! 

See Si Tes CNET sews 
—s et = S— —— as SS a 

S lms pag ces %) 
a ~~ — 

= —_= _ ee x oe oe aa 

iP) Pa — ee SETS MESS ENED d Sees eine 

ae es eee ——__— ee —_- ee 

Obs. Many harmonists have stated that the preparation of a suspension 
must always be heard as a consonant sound; that this is incorrect will 

appear from the following example. (See, also, second and third meas- 
ures of a and b, above.) | 

Example 99. 

age ie ie | Y —— a 7 ee — =a. —A—- ~ ze --- = -- - ——- ———- 
===r ell === Peg eae 
Set =e: ts: = = 5? eye 

a _ f 

—so- -S- Seer aes ease et pees 
= net PGUET SIE Wiad TN SERENE Mine ac 
PM TEE mm FTE BES cesT NUN LAG ECS ECE FO <== Cals 5 EE TS IE) EET —— aT |S ae a ee See re a eae pummeenec 

The learner should now figure the preceding ten examples, (with the 
figures representing the intervals,) and it will be found that many of the 
combinations have not before been mentioned. Such are the chords 3 

and 3 4 and 3 on the tonic, and A and é on the dominant; and some of 

these sevenths have the seventh major. This need cause no embarrass- 
ment, since they always occur as suspensions, or retardations, and the 
foregoing rules and explanations are sufficient for all practical purposes, 
See sections 31, Obs. 1: 47, and 49. 

§ 64. The harsh effect resulting from the sudden appearance 
of many of the discords, especially of the chords containing the 
major seventh or the augmented fifth, renders it necessary that 
they should be preparen; that is, that the characteristic note 
should have been heard in the preceding chord and the majcr 
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seventh and Sean fifth should be prepared with a concord ; 
the less harsh discords not requiring so careful an tntredodon, 
See c, Example 98, and Ex. 99, 

Obs. That is, they should have one or more connecting notes, in 
proportion to the degree of dissonance. The chord witha major seventh, 
being the most marked in character, should have the most careful pre- 
paration. 

Example er 

lm | la Sa - =- — =—s ssf 
3=s}e= =St=+—s—— ss 
;—— =] SS fas eS dt es 9? a ee eee eee 

7 1 ET GE at 

§ 65. The chords which require no preparation, are techni- 
cally said to “have a free entrance ;’’ such are the dominant 
seventh and ninth, the chords v11°7 of both major and minor 
scales, and the three chords of the augmented sixth, irs 
French and German ;) to which may be added the chord § 
the dominant. (§ 48.) 

Example 101. 
a b c | —-34-—— - 3 - ee SSS 59S22 —aee -=- — okt 2 i —-a— = 

| I | = geil] “Ost —-—,-S—2- ,-= aa ag —— fod SRA ee —e—|--=—s- rea Sie ee ee ee i Meee 

AD ar woe @ 

kg 
4 

3 
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gabe care Ay 

é= = ===|s e
stes =si= 

ra air fi Baste TT iy ss -S- 

=e 1S 
eve ee Sa ve ee eed Ba ced — 0 
9:-=—rS— 3} See be Sie —|== =f 
faa eae ne ee oy ee ee 

5 

bes HF 
It is to be observed, that although the chords at b,c, and d, have a con- 

necting note, it cannot in any proper sense be called a preparing of the 

discord, except perhaps at 0, where the root E, of the second chord ap- 

pears as the third of the first chord. 

Obs. Composers have, for the sake of pet or poetic effect, com- 

menced pieces with even the harsh chord I 4,and frequently with a dom- 

inant seventh; but this belongs to the department of musical rhetoric, to 

be justified by quite other considerations than the purely technical rules 
of syrtax. 

Exercise 46. 

se ={= a3 == === sets —5 5— 5—9 7 6 63 
7 — og 43 eeu 5 5 ae 

: #3 
= JS = =6= ee =e 

4#374 6 7467 —5 — + 
2 544 —2 — 5 ; 

3—2 — 
es NR Se eer Ee a eee fd TE —- + oS ES Sere — eS Rea bt prares pes, 

6 7467 — 5 — “86 O2aTe 
544 — 2 — 5 4 
3—-2 — 

Note. Suspensions should be tied; that is, the sound continued 
without striking the suspended note. The first four measures ¢f the 
foregoing exercise will appear correctly, as follows. (This is indi rated 
by the straight lines in the figuring.) 

[8*] 
ne te Mi eee LN pe ny 
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Example 102. 

Exercise 47. 

a pea a SS en ee ee Sis eed eee dee eerie 
G: 7 6! 77527 6°65 6 se Re eae ae 

BR 2 2 BEE At Os Ae Be 42°43 
2 2 2 

BE Sie nae + its sae at ee a sae Fs 
{Saleen jf FE ey eee Se 
98 655 6 5- Tei eee. . 
7 & #3 B5 4°3 44> 5 49 23° 54 43 

2: 2. 2- 2 

veo 48. 

ere agi mise er 
€6 93643 6-65 6 4 665-766-748 

5 48 52 5483 54 6 
2° 

\F=p- PAs — sa Sa a E Bee ee ae 
b7 eo SSeS 
L + 7 4p 5 5 

§ 66. When one or more voices proceed to the note cr notes 

of the-succeeding chord. before the remainder of the chor¢ moves, 

such effect is called ANTICIPATION: 
—— 
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Example 103. 

: SStSsis= et -S- 

Sa Sa 
eS ee ee See aS eee ere er wean cerepe es _— TS 

This effect is obviously the reverse of suspension. 

§ 67. By the term Moputation, is meant a change of key 

(or tonic ;) and no modulation is complete, until the CapEncr 
of the new key is heard. (See § 19, also Example 52.) 

NOTE. Exercises 33 to 48, inclusive, furnish so many examples of 

both partial and complete modulations, that no special directions need 
be given here. The teacher may profitably analyze those exercises, and 

explain the modulations therein occurring, and the means by which they 
are effected. 

CHAPTER X. 

THE APPOGGIATURA AND PASSING-NOTE, 
AND OF SEQUENCES. 

§ 68. Whenever a voice, immediately before sounding a 
harmonic tone (or note of the chord,) gives a tone foreign to the 
harmony, at the distance of a major or minor’ sécond, the foreign’ 
tone is called an AprogaiaTUKA? 
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Example ee 
G\" | Ea mel 
-=- ale ele = =" =r —- S—s-}- 
-3S-++S—S- S==is =r —s eus-S-ts s=SE= == Pr 

_ = ao <=> 4 ig og? 6g ——a i =e === = Ea FA Pet maid mise el Se 
z= —% : =a IM pcs iP 

At a@ are appoggiaturas in the soprano; at 0, in the alto and tenor. In 
pure vocal music, appoggiaturas seldom havea good effect in the bass 
part, except when the bass sings a principal theme or melody. 

Obs. Appoggiaturas should not stand at a greater distance from their 
note of resolution than a major second, and should follow the rules of 
$59. This necessitates the chromatic alteration of the sixth and seventh 
notes of the minor scale, in certain cases. (See Example 31.) 

Example 105. 

Pog SE) CS SRM CRA TS ER _ Sr PN Oi Be == ‘ane sani foes ree J=s- 3 * | -=— 
aos ae SS 2 eae 

2-7 es ES 
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Pie st =e Peat Minin ea wee =—=—Ft 
ee ————————-— *—- —__ al ee - SS - SSS 

GC: | . 

a I == 
es oot a ae Se os 2 cee == go 
ee aa “Ss -=> 

} 

s- -s- 6 eS eee ha da hte eater — dowel 

SY 0) aeeee Ss =a ae = = [== “f 
2 ee ier eee 
a: | 

§ 69. Whenever a voice, immediately after sounding a 

harmonic tone, proceeds to a note foreign to the harmony, the 
foreign tone is called a Passine-Nore. 
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Example 106. 
he a ake eg SE hs meee TDR 3 

262 = Ss pe oe Oia Ge Ol ee 
2) 9 — 9 —— __,-9 -|-y —_ #2 -__- 5S —|-s—o—_ >——~- 
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2S ee eee eae: 
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Above are both appoggiaturas and passing-notes. It is to be 
remarked that the quarter notes in the third measure are not 
passing-notes, but merely the sounding of different tones of the 
same chord. 

$70. GY A. A progression which involves a difference of 
root, is called a Harmonic Step. ‘They are classed as follows. 

1. Where two contiguous chords both belong to the same 
key ; and 

2. Where a chord belonging to one key, is succeeded by a 
chord belonging to a different key. 

Example 107, 

— a ame ETETS —=—- —_——- \(G=s—3_-=— 5-3 S- —— 
ee be ee ee =—f—_-S-— 

| S- 
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Sere =F as sirens re: = mae a 
-a- 

9: 5EE= Sama == [S=s SF 
_—— —— - ———— os “ass 

ee gD aoe ne eee pens See ——— oe =e —— 

The entire passage at a is in the key of C major. At d, the first chord 
is the triad of C major, the next two belong to A minor, the next two to 
G major, the next two to the key of F major, the next four to the key of 
A minor. 

{| B. Harmonie steps are further classified according to the 
interval between their roots ; that is by the consideration whether 
that interval is or is not greater than a major second. It must 
be understood that the term harmonic step does not necessarily 

imply a movement of the bass, neither that a movement of the 

bass is always a harmonic step; because a mere inversion, or 

change of inversion, or the addition of a new interval (as a 

seventh or ninth) on the same root, does not come under the 
definition of J A. 

Example it 
a | ei 
a F Bas ee lesa == = jose ew 

2 ==- fs=2 =-stsl5 =s/= = 5 se =f 
. Cael PS PR oe — el =a —s—_ 1. oe —=— —- 
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aa 
Ata there is no harmonic step in the first measure; between the sec- 

ond and third chords there is the step of a fifth; between the third and 

fourth chords, none; between the fourth and fifth chords the harmonic 

step of a fourth (not of a fifth; reckon the interval of each step upward);) 

between the fifth and sixth chords, the step of a fourth; between the 

sixth and seventh, the step of afifth. At 0 are alternate steps of a fourth 

and a sixth. 
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{ ©. Harmonic steps in general, are more smooth and 

flowing when one or more sounds of the first chord are continued 

in the second chord. 

§ 71. ‘The following are Danerrovs harmonic steps in the 

key. 
1. The progression I-11, or its convere, 1-I. It is admis- 

sible however, under certain circumstances. 

Example 109. 

a _—j=— mas, Ee ee *4—-+ |e |" au ‘- 65°" a 
6-=-2\3-2 RES 3e SS —+{—=F 
eS = ee TSI e See eee ——=] = -3—=- = 

-S- +=- 

ee ee 
ee hi ee SS 

I II I V I II I I II III 

b 

a — ae a ee — oe 1) PERERA (SSMS SUEY el 
=e —=— === ar —— Bo ==} 
—S—_ Geadld BOR -{t—S- tS “em pers Se ae 

Se Si LAS (le~* a ee RR, SREP SLAC we a Ces 

2 ee —|-2}=s= ==_|==-s= 
—-———}- - —Sag, ——-— 

By. 41 I EVs EE I I II 
<n Sms SO TS 

The progressions at @ are all good; those at 6 are all very bad. 

2. The progressions V-IV (quite inadmissible in the minor, 
where it is V-iv,) m-IV, vi-V, w-n1, (always better as 
u1-IIT) and mi-11 (better however, 111~II,) are goo4 when 
they involve no False relation, or consecutive fifths. 
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Example 110, 
— aw 2 SS ee LO oes — Se -—_——_| _ ——___ | —- Ss ee: 
—ea—_S_ | ¢#S —— SS | ES 

a 

our Pale 

a Sth A = —- me —— SORES Woh Ye eI Lie ee EE —— EY Be sR GE ee eee: Soa eet == — EMEA WERE TOIT Pao C 

ee Tile 2 LV> a3. V ame. (Os V42-— weet III Tr 

The above are all very bad. 

§ 72. The chord of 3, whether in the major or minor key, 

requires after it the triad or seventh, on the same bass note. 
Any other progression is very inharmonious, or at least disagree- 
ably weak. 

Example 111. 
aah Bade Jibs eet Bad. Bad ak 

| = fS-st= fos t= 3{5-2tet 
tS -Stetre tS-atS ete ee 

2 be — a 
Reece: 

Obs. There are a few exceptional cases to the above, which may be 

briefly stated thus, 1, when, the fourth being prepared, the bass moves 

only a second to its place in the next chord; 2, if it enters on the unac- 

cented part of the measure, with the bass prepared, and then moves as 

before; and 3, when it is a mere passing chord. 

Example 112. . 
= —— |] | —— 4 — -§ ——-}—— ; — Mae Ne oe 
re = er == 
c/eemay paar hema ped cian easion Om Pome Poy Med May ye 

-o- siesta 
3-3 — 0 #— = ae == Bis =f 

Gh fet team pe Od) i a 

p eee — Sear bean aaron: om da 
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-o- < deed baat ed errme 

2-3-2} = =je-54 “ f= 3-52-67} a 

2- $-3-5} oe [Gae=2 rie 

ep ee eee ee a Ne fo pone 2 

=== Spr = 
5 6 6 56 

4 4 4 

§ 73. A succession of symmetrically regular harmonic steps, 

continued for at least four successive repetitions, with symmet- 

rical progression in all the parts, is called a SEQUENCE. 

Example 113. 

— —4—~4— |; —_ = — |; _ = —_e— 1 =— 
— + ——— — ee — — SS eee Se SS EOE — Lee 

a as 
2S SS a 

pestis arene eee sana ees bes I 
GG 6 6 6 6 

5 

gal i a ce ee ee Sr @ =| 5-2 | 2-2 | S=2|2-=- 
See tahoe de —— Sot He ees a a A er ee 
ee Oe ee ei < 
isms =f aS =e = =f 

6 6 rights (6 hl eee 

§ 74. Sequences are classed as Stmpxuy, when they consist 
of but one harmonic step, as at a in the preceding example, and 
CompLex, when they involve two or more harmonic steps. 

§ 75. Sequences are very often diversified by A ppoggiaturas, 
Passing-notes and Suspensions, in which ease they also must be 
symmetrical. 
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Example 114, 

——., 1—_ Ss— | =--Ss cae ee 
SNE St Oe 

= S23 | Sos SS 

2 PS eae. See eed 
The foregoing sequence involves four harmonic steps. 

Exercise 49, 

ao ye See 
f= se Sloss Sate s= Ss: 

5 6 — 5 6 — 5. 6% 

2 5 2 5 2 bd 

Se SS eee ee ee 
-So—>- i= -=S- aster ~ 

2 SS “hee 

le 
2h2- 

5 65 Robot 6 oul 
5 2 2 5 

5 
2 

Pes ysleg =r =e2l=|=lsl=l=l 
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ae Exercise 50. 

bY: Es ieee 
es de =f

 HEF = ie] 

ete Gs eh eee oO 

. BS 5 ; 

oye 6 6 #6 6 7 6 ; ; 

5 5 ; 

BEF aa eer
 ss 

6 6 6 

54 == [2 ee 
6 6 ‘ 6 

CHAPTER XI. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS. 

The practical value of the foregoing, especially in relation 
to singing, is two-fold. In the first place, it increases very 
materially the power of singing at sight, as it is called; and 
secondly, it shows the singer whet notes should be intensified, 
or shaded (so to speak) in intonation. To render this clearer, 
a few plain rules are here laid down for the assistance of the 
learner. 
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§ 75. The dangerous notes of the scale, (that is, notes 
whose intonation requires peculiar care) are the sixth, the third, 
and the seventh, and under certain circumstances, the fourth. 

{| A. The sixth is chiefly dangerous when approached from 
below, by a skip; and when it forms the original third of the 
Subdominant triad. In such cases, very many singers (perhaps 
most, ) sound it somewhat too flat. 

Example 115. 

6] Sissies SS ee 

= 

|B. The third of the scale, when the concluding note of a 

phrase, and in the higher part of the scale, is almost universally 

sung too flat. 

Example 116. 

aes ng co ees ee 
{ C. The seventh of the scale (or leading note,) at the end 

of a phrase, if the original third of a dominant seventh, is 

generally sung too sharp; if an appoggiatura to the sixth of the 

scale, especially when approached by an ascending passage, it Ts 

on the contrary generally sung very much too flat. 

Fixample 117. 

—y—]— Pca fa aay 
=ls =1G=: ise ‘=| Fae ee 

= ae 
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€D. The fourth of the scale, when in its place in the 

dominant seventh (where it is the original seventh,) resolving 

according to § 84, is generally sung too flat. (Thereby intensi- 

fying the defect mentioned in J B.) 

Example 118. 

—_— —_—_o-_ = ——_! rae crocdee oa ae —_ "Cal Saeeg -_ ——— or-. -_— 

-2——= paint POR) WSN ES A EN CO Oo 
See BS me al See a ee es 
SS EP BY Bil ae a" aes mee) ~~ pe -- --— 

a = a 

Pee ee S| 
p-o-— S-fE e  Serreae eee ae oe) ee 

— = ----— Lt test 

rie 

§ 77. The dangerous skips are the major sixth, the minor 

seventh, especially when occurring by a chromatic alteration ; 
and all augmented intervals, including the sharp fourth.. 

Example 119. 

= Sepa 6 SSI 

== = 
—E- = ———&3-— 

OEE — RT, SE (Gee 
och TPO RC 1S Lr aot ER =—_— Ae: 

Qbs. There are certain passages, formed of intervals not dangerous 3 in 
themselves, bu; which in connection with each others pre gents cons ide wabl 
difficulty to the singer. | | 2 : 
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pager 120. 

SSE a= ee ee ee een =(5==[52[2=} 
Most singers commencing the above example, would, on arriving at the 

eighth note, find themselves considerably too sharp; and commencing 
at the eighth note, be also too sharp, on arriving at the last note; and 
generally, any melodic passage containing many skips of a perfect fifth, 
is dangerous, and requires special care. 

§°78. Skips of the chromatically formed minor second are 
dangerous; flatted notes being generally sung too flat, and 
sharped notes too sharp. 

§ 79. The dangerous Harmonic notes, are chiefly those 
which possess a strong appellate quality ; the tendency being 

(especially on a long note) to gradually slide the voice towards 
the resolving:‘sound. Such are the sixth in the Italian, French 
and German sixths ; the seventh in the chord IZ; and the cases” 
given in § 76, paragraphs C and D. 

Note. Singers have often a bad habit (formed probably when learning 
to sing by note) of “feeling fora note” particularly of one whose pitch 
is somewhat remote, or of which they are somewhat uncertain. This 
habit, bad enough i in individuals, produces a detestable effect when many 
are singing together, asin choir or chorus. Alt choir-leaders should 
insist on singers attacking the notes with precision. 

Finat Remark. 

It is probable that the greater part of false intonation (or 

‘singing out of tune,” as it is called) arises as much from a 

defective appreciation of harmonic or chord relations, as of the’ 

melodic or scale relations, and it is believed that a thorough 

‘comprehension of.s0 much ofthe’ science’ of accord “as ‘is con- 

tained i in 1 the {foregoing pages, will be found of great value to all 
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singer3, and should be made part of the course of instruction in 
all advanced singing schools and classes. But, in order to have 
its entire utility, the learner should fully appreciate the harmonic 
effect not only of each chord, but also of each note of the chord ; 

this, of course, can only be attained by hearing often, and 
listening attentively to chords, till the learner can instantly 
identify each combination. No doubt, persons of a very high 
musical organization will generally sing in tune, whether they 

know the names and resolutions of chords or not; yet the large 
majority of singers will find not only their intonation much 
improved, but their enjoyment and comprehension of music 
vastly increased by a course of study like the foregoing. 
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VALUABLE MUSIC BOOKS 
- PUBLISHED BY 

Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Washington St., Boston. 
C.H. DITSON & 

Musical Composition. 
Guide to Musical Composition. For 
those who desire in a short time and without 
ateacher to acquire tie art of inventing Mel- 
odies, and of providing them with suitable ac- 
companiments; especially of composing the 
easier kinds of musical pieces. By HEINRICH 
WoOHLFAHRT. Translated hy J. 8. DWIGHT. 
Cloth, $1.25. 

Weber’s Theory of Musical Compo- 
sition. Treated with a view to a naturally 
Consecutive Arrangement of Topics. Trans- 
lated from the third enlarged and improved 
German edition. With Notes. By JAMESF. 
WARNER. Two volumes. $6.00. 

Woodbury’s Elements of Musical 
Composition. With rules for arranging Music 
for full Orchestra and Military Bands. By I. 
B. WoopDBuURY. 15 eents. 

Thorough Bass and Harmony. 
~Burrowes’s Thorough Bass Primer. 

60 cents. 
Burrowes’s Companion to Thorough 
Bass Primer. Being Fifty Preliminary Exer- 
cises, consisting of a Bass and Melody; to 
which is added a Key to the Exercises. ‘This 
is one of the finest works on Thorough Bass 
extant. Price 75 cents. 

First Steps in Thorough Bass. In 
Twelve Familiar Lessons between a Teacher 
anda Pupil. Price 75 cents. 

Johnson’s Harmony. Practical Instruc- 
tions in Harmony, upon the Pestalozzian or 
Inductive System; teaching Musical Compo- 
sition and the Art of Extemporizing Inter- 
ludes and Voluntaries. This work is designed 
for ‘‘new beginners.’’ It imparts a knowl- 
edge of Harmony by exercises which the 
student is to write. The utmost simplicity 
of language has been used in the explana- 
tions. By A. N. JOHNSON. Price, $1.25. 

A New Manual of Thorough Bass, 
and Text-Book of Musical Theory. By Ep- 
WARD B. OLIVER, Principal of the Mendel- 
ssohn Musical Institute, Boston. For begin- 
ners, and even for advanced scholars as a 
book of reference, it will be found invaiuable. 
Price, in cloth, 67 cents; boards, 50 cents. 

Primers, Dictionaries, &de. 
Boston Academy’s Manual. By Dr. 
LOWELL MASON. 1715 cents. 

Calcott’s Musical Grammar. Contain- 
ing within a small compass the leading prin- 
ciples of Music. By Dr. CatcotTtr. Price $1. 

Clarke’s Musical Catechism. Designed 
for the assistance of Teachers of the Piano- 
forte. 38 cents. 

Five Thousand Musical Terms. A 
complete Dictionary of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 
Italian, French, German, Spanish, English, 
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and such other Words, Phrases, Abbrevia 
tions, and signs as are found in the Works of 
all aninent Musical Composers. By JOHNS. 
ADAMS. Boards, 75 cts. 

Lenhart’s Elements of Music. A clear 
and systematic arrangement of Rules for the 
Piano-forte. To which are added Burrowes's 
Guide to Practice, and Czerny’s celebrated 
Letters on the Art of Playing the Piano. 
cents. 

Marx’s General Musical Instruction. 
An aid to teachers and learners in every 
branch of musical knowledge. By Dr. ADOLPH 
BERNHARD MARX. Cloth, $2.00. 

Materia Musica; or, Materials for the 
Pianist. A Class-Book containing the Prin- 
ciples of Music applied to Piano-forte Play- 
ing, adapted for Private Tuition, but more 
especially arranged for the use of Schools for 
Young Ladies, Normal Schools, and other 
Seminaries of Learning. By J. C. ENGLE- 
BRECHT. 75 cents. 

Moore’s Complete Encyclopedia of 
Music. Elementary, Technical, Historical, 
Biographical, Vocal, and Instrumental. Em- 
bracing acomplete history of the science from 
the earliest time to the present; a very full 
and comprehensive musicai biography of 
more than four thousand distinguished musi- 
cal celebrities and composers. By JOHN W. 
Moore. Cloth, $6.00. 

Oliver’s Text-Book. By E. B. OLIVER. 
Cloth, 67 cents. 

Outline of Musical Form. 
for Musical Students. A Treatise on Symme- 
try and Musical Form, Rhythm, Melodie 
Structure, the Song Form, Rondo, Sonata, 
Ecclesiastical Form, &c. By W.S. B. Ma- 
THEWS. 60 cents. 

The Tuner’s Guide. Containing a com- 
plete Treatise on Tuning the Piano-forte, Or- 
gan, Melodeon, and Seraphine; together with 
a specification of defects and their remedies. 
60 cents. 

Charming Works of Musical Literature, 
BEETHOVEN’S LETTERS. 1790-1826 With 

a portrait and fac-simile. Cloth........-.$2.08 
HASTINGS’S FORTY CHOIRS...... ae eo 
LIFE OF CHOPIN. By F. Liszt. Cloth 1.59 
LIFE OF FELIX MENDELSSOHUN BAR- 
THOLDY. Edited anda translated by 
Vion he PAGES ics ca ees CERES TT 1.75 

LIFE OF HANDEL. By V. ScHOELCHER 2.00 
LIFE OF ROSSINI, with a Portrait by 
ee: DORBGE: idsin tee avin setae 
Mé r - LOWELL) MUSIC: 
LETTERS......... wee 

Designed 

1.56 

UDIC#, GAC CAA A eee 1.TF 
MOZART. A Romantic Biography........ 1.73 
MOZART’S LETTERS. In two volumes, 

1.75 ORCI 5 taunt ace 

POLKO’S REMINISCENCES OF MEN- =O BELASOHN. ooo cn) ee Taree 
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Magon & Hoadly’s Method for the Piano. 
American or Foreign Fingering...., 4 00 

Richardson’s New Method. Vee 
or Foreign Fingering................ 75 

Bertini’s Method. Complete, $350. 
RMT diet Os 6 Ah os ch ae 2 50 

Phild’s (‘The) First Music-Book........ 75 
Hunten’s Method. -Complete, $2 50. 
MRE Os Wea e.8't sta Mi Ks She dl eshte 2 00 

Winner’s New School for the Piano- 
75 

ML TORO Se aA are eka as rete > 30 
Otarke’s Oatechiam. ..........sces00 ue “Re 
Five Thousand Musical ‘Terms......... 75 
Home Circle. Boards............ ois 60-0 tae 
maeiee syAIDOM (65). cosy ccvvwcess's 2 50 
Piano-forte Gems‘ ........ CdSe teers oe 
Opera Bouffe iokMache oie ows 3 00 
Standard Operas. Each............ .. 3 00 
hme P ONGIS Guide: .. k bese ds woe wien + -60 

Organ School. New Edition. 
RATE MEGS Sa east eisy o Sie esiio's sou owl adched 6 

Organist’s Portfolio. 2 vols. Each, bds 3 00 
250 Voluntaries and Interludes. Zundel 2 00 
Clarke’s New Method for Reed Organs 2 50 
Carhart’s Melodeon Instructor...... bee ek 160 
Root’s School for the Cabinet Organ... 2 50 
Recreations for the Cabinet Organ. Cl’h 2 00 
Zundel’s Molodeon Instructor......... 2 
Carcassis’s Method for the Guitar, $3 00; 
Abridged 

Hayden’s New and Improved Method 
Meet TIDRETICAT.£, Goo. ph ss Sew Sick bales 3 00 

Winner’s New School for the Guitar... 75 
Campagnoli’s Violin Method. Complete 6 00 
Listeman’s Method of Modern Violin 
ROME SUN a ci gid since phn eidGNs. a2 gc ole ence pin ate 3 00 
eee School for the Violin. Fessen- 

Gia < Sika ets ea ho kane ala aa 
Winner’s New School forthe Viouin... 75 
Berbiguier’s Method for the Flute..... 3 00 
Winners New School for the Flute.... 75 
Winner 3 Dance Music for the Flute and 

RAINES gs gies ie ere Gal ws Ae ee che eens 75 
Party D: .nces for Violin and Piano. By 

SOMME IATECT 3.0". ac ale’, «9.010 ae ee SECO Te Ses 75 
By Winner... | 75 Flute aud Piano Duets. 
By Winner... 175 Violin and Piano Duets. 

100 Beautiful Melodies for the Violin.. 75 
100 Operatic Airs for the Flite........ 75 
Romberg’s Violoncello. Com. $3 50; 
pe ES RE AL Pa ener Se gry 2 25 

¥riedhain’s Instructor for Double Bass 3 00 
Arbuckle’s Cornet Instructor. ......... 3 00 
Burditt’s Preceptor for Bugle, Corno- 
peon, Post-Horn, & Sax-Horn. Each 950 

Ditson’s Brass Band Music. For full 
Band. 64 different Airs, on Cards. 
Boneh Number... osg/cvien oie cea'e sek gale scot aeaee 

\ydatet Orchestra. Complete......... 600 

a Quintet Orchestra, separate parts....$1 58 
New Germania for 4, 5,or Ginstruments. By 
BUPQtt hi t555 5 feo ee ee eed tae 176 

Terpsichore. Dance Music for 5 instru- z& 
ments, 17 Nos. Baetae cn se eon | 

Terpsichore. Dance Music for 18 in- 
struments. 17 Nos. Each.......... 

National Orchestra. 30 Melodies, for 5 
or 6instruments. Each............. 

Winner’s New School for Accordeon, 
Clarionet, Flageolet, and Fife. Each 75 

Winner’s Perfect Guide for German 
Concertinassc “eis eee den one 78 

Buckley’s Banjo Guide...... ad cents Cae 
Dulcimer Instractor. iss, «cc pecsoneae ae 
Army Drum and Fife Book............- 
Draper’s Fife Melodies............... . 
Bassini’s Art of Singing. Complete, 

$400. Abridged, #3 00. Tenor Voice 4 00 
Mason’s (Dr. Lowell) Large Music 

charts. 2Series. (Cannot besent by 
frail.) Tiacl/ 354 oe See 8 68 

Panseron’s ABO. $400. Abridged. 1 00 
StAUE EE Singing-School. L.H.South- 

BIG inheng ope ntRiand dads eee 
Wilhelm’s Method. Adapted to School- 
room (By Haltlal oc) po Saas sees 

Amphion. Part-Songs, for Male Voices, 
in separate books, with Piano accom- 
PaniMent 2.05 ce wc oy cae een ee eee 

Arion. Part-songs, for Male Voices, in 
separate books, with Piano accompa- 
MULDAGTES, (5). Sesccle nite a ove opto eae 6 ee 

Chorus Wreath. Sacred and Secular.. 1 50 
Festval Glee-Book. By Root & Brad- 
DUR reese pee ain a ere ae Ps ae 

Gentlemen’s Glee-Book. By Dr. Low- 
GUL BE ABOM, on.dels 5:3 odde ep oe eee piaigte eee 

Greeting. L.O. Emerson...........4. 1 33 
New-York Glee and Chorus Book. 
Bradbury 2 09 

Young Men’s Singing-Book. Root and 
Mash as 5-4 Cas coin 90 0'> os sce wath aeerminrete 

Carmina Collegensia. (College Songs.) 
Cloth, gilt, $3 00; cloth ........-...- 2 23 

Moore’s Irish Melodies. Cloth, gilt, 
$4 00; cloth, $3 00; boards..........- 2 

Wreath of Gems. New. Cloth, gilt, 
$4 00; cloth, $3 00; boards........... 2 50 

100 Comic, 100 Irish, and 100 Scotch 
Songs. Hach 

e@evoeeveeeoeeenseee ec eseeeeee ee eee 

Silver Chord, Duets. Shower of Pearla 
Duets, and Operatic Pearls. Gem3 
from the Opera. Each; cloth, full 
gilt, $400; cloth, $3 00; boards...... 

American Tune-Book. (Cream of 
Amer. Church-Music)........66. ee 

Choral 'l'ribute. L.O.Emerson...... ] 
Greatore:t Collection. Cloth, $1 75; bds 1 
Harp of Judah. L.O.Emerson....... 1 

Jubilee. Wm. B. Bradbury.........-. 1 56 

Key Note. Bradbury........... Ceoee ire 
Modern Harp. White & Gould.......1 

New Carmina Sacra. Lowell Mason... 1 
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Temple Choir. By Bradbury, Seward, 
and L. Mason,,...... wee ane acetate 

Sabbath Guest. Emerson & Morey... 
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_PIANO-FORTE MUSIC. 
-_Bach’s 48 Preludes and Fugues. 
(fhe Well-Tempered Clavichord.) By JOHN 
_ SEBASTIAN BAcH. Two volumes, each $4.00. 
— Complete in one volume, $7.50. 

_ Beethoven's Sonatas. 
~~ From the latest (Breitkopf & Hartel) edition. 
—  Completein two vols. $12.00. ‘These match- 
jess compositions present, in a remarkable 

: = degree, that witchery and harmony that dis- 
 tinguish the productions of the great com- 
i poser. They are printed from engraved 

lates, in large quarto form, and embel- 
&., ished With a portrait of Beethoven. 

opin’s Mazurkas and Waltzes. 
Complete in one volume; to which is pre- 
fixed a Biography, and a Critical Review 
of ¢hopin’s Works. By FRANZ LIsZT. 
With a portrait. Cloth, $5.00. 

dowe’s Drawing-Room Dances. 
Especially designed for Social Evening Par- 

ties; containing all the popular and fash- 
iona>ie Quadrilles,Cotillons, Fancy Dances 
&c., with every variety of the latest an 
most approved figures, and calls for the 
different changes; the whole arranged for 

- the Piano-forte. Boards, $2.00. 
- BMendelssohn’s Songs without Words. 
i ; (LizDER OH £ WorrTE.) Seven books, of six 

_ numbers, 2ach 75 cts. Complete, cloth, 
$3.00; clof 1, embossed gilt, $4.00. 

The Opera Bouffe. 
_ 3h fine collection of Vocal and Instrumental 

Music, comprising the choicest pieces from 
Offenbach’s celebrated Operas ot La Grande 
Duchesse, La Belle Héléne, Barbe Bleue 
Biue Beard). Orpheus, Genevieve de Bra- 
pant. Boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; cloth, 

‘full gilt, $4.00. 
xera of Der Freyschutz, 
« _* Don Giovanni. 
- ** Ernani. 
” ‘* Fanst. 
" ** Lucia di Lammermoor, 
«  “ Lucrezia Borgia. 
ee ‘ Martha, 

a 2 ** Norma. 
 & € Sconnambula. 

os ** Trovatore. 
Price of each in boards, $3.00. 

The Home Circle. 
Containing Marches, Waltzes, Polkas, Schot- 

tisches, Redowas, Quadrilles, Contra 
Dauces, Piano-forte Gems, and Four-Hand 
Picces, suited to all peace of players. The 
pieces i separate sheet-music form would 
cost ten times the price. Two volumes 
each. boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; cloth, full 
gilt, 34.00. 
eS Gems. 

, 

A new collection of the latest favorite Noc- 
turnes, Waltzes, Polkas, Marches, Schot- 
tisches, Redowas, Four-Handed Pieces, 
> lanai pr ot Ss i tee a ie book 

ete. Boards, $2.50; 0 3.00; Cloth, full giit, 34.00. E prey ide 
SENT, POSTPAID, ON 

7 

Excellent Instruction-Books and Ex. 

ercises for Teachers and Pupils. 

Mason & Hoadly’s Method... ... «$4 
Richardson’s New Method....... & 78 
Beyer’s Preliminary; School. Boards, 
BZ.00 3 Clotlii.e te saGhatere tend wenn 

Fenollosa’s Piano Method. ..... 250 
Knorr’s Materials for the Mechanical 

Part of Piano-forte Playing. Cloth. 3 0¢ 
Lemoine’s 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 Nos., 

CHOU ye te) eos a agi ote eb Meee 
Concone’s 25 Etudes Melodiques. Op. 

24," ZINOS.;, Cache) se: 0:-pte' 6 et oe haaee 
Concone’s 25 Etudes Chantantes. Op. 

805-82 NOB GACH 5. “she! ore te” ty-0f te ae ee 
Concone’s 15 Etudes Expressives. Op. 
Ae 2 NOB; Cath. y% | ete cstv ote 

Concone’s 15 Etudes de Genre ct d’Ex- 
pression. Op. 25. 2 Nos.,each.. 1 

Czerny’s Grand Ixercises of the Scale 1 
Czerny’s 50 Studies. Op. 740. A Sequel 

to Ktudes de la Velocité. 6 books, 
GACD he So, Oho tes ew ate wl er eneee 

Czerny’s 50 Grand Finishing Studies. 
Op. 409. 6books, each. ...... 

Czerny’s 100 Five-finger Exercises. Op. 
150223 Parts, CHRON 55d) Soe ret es 

Czerny’s 72 Easy and Progressive Les- 

1 2 

25 
00 

1 00 

sons. Op. 823. 4 books, each... 60 
Czerny’s Studies in Velocity. Op. 299. 

Stereotype edition. 3 parts,each. 60 
Czerny’s Studies in Velocity. Op. 299. 
Complete; bound in cloth..... 

Uzerny’s 40 Daily Studies. Op. 337. 2 
books, each $150, complete. ... 300 

Czerny’s 30 Nouvelles Etudes. Op. 849 
In 6 Nos., American and German 
Wingering, exch, «sce eee oe 

Heller’s 25 Studies on Rhythm and Er- 
pression. Op. 47. 2 books, American 
and German Fingering. Each... 1 56 

Heller’s 30 Progressive Studies. Op. 
46. 2 books, each. . .. 2.2202 2H 

Heller’s 25 Studies, Introductory to Art 
of Phrasing. Op. 45. 2 books, A> ier- 
ican and German Fingering, ea i. 1 50 

Heller’s Art of Phrasing. Op. 16. book 
Dey PLT SS ROOK TT .cy oe: ote eens oe 

Kohler’s 12 Preparatory Studies. Jp. 
151. ee te e e e e a e e e e e e a e 73 

Kohler’s First Studies. Op. 50... 1 2% 
Kohler’s New School of Velocity. Op. 

123, { BiNOOKSS-GHON itn ez aeee sae Se Le 
Kohler’s Special Studies. Op. 112. 2 
DOOKSRORCH souls ho is heisek olen ee 

Kohler’s Effective Execution. Op.12 
ES DOORETEOON Ais alan otk le as vane 

Plaidy’s Technical Studies. Americ 
or Foreign Singering. Boards, $4 & 
CUOMPREAS pits ch. insta eee cea 

RECKIP® OF PRICE. 

« 0 

50 



Valuable Musle Booxs published by Ditson ae | 
BOSTON AND 

ie ie SENT, POSTAGE PAID, ON 
ran me , 

-PIANO-FORTE. music. 
 Gaeh’ s 48 Preludes and Fugues. _ 

> <“be Well-Tempered Clavichord.) ‘By Jonn 
. SesastTian BDacw. Two volumes, each $4.00. 
~'. Complete in one volume, $7.50. 
seethoven’s Sonatas, 
Foon the latest (Breitkopf & & Harte: ) battle) 4 

nn letein two vols. $12.00. hese matche | 
less ompositions present, :n a remarkable 

moovce. that witchery andliarmony thatdis- 
iguish the productions. of the great com- 

oser. They‘ are printed from engraved 

- 

Pao! 
t ¢ 

Peak in large quarto form, and embel- 
ished With a pertrait of Beethoven. — 

ye ee S Mazurkas and Waltzes. 
‘ Complete in one volume; to which is pre- 
ob fixel a Biography, and a Critical Review: 
. of Chopin’s Works. By. Pang fe waa 
ae With a portrait, Cloth, $5.00. .  . «. 
' Fowe’s Drawing-Room Dances. _ , 
Especially designed for Soctal Evening Par- 

~ ‘tics; containing all the popular and fash- 
,. fona dle Quadrilles,Cotilions, Fancy Dances 
. . &¢., with .every variety of the latest and 
most approved figures, and calls for the 
at different changes; the whole arranged for 
: the Piano-forte. Boards, $2 00. 

Tendeissohn’s. Songs without Words. 
Meshes On & WORTE.) Seven books, of six’ 

x .- mumbers, 2ach 75 cts. 
+ $3.00; clot 2, embossed gilt, ‘B4. 00. 
fhe Opera Bouffe. , 

‘sk fine collection of Vocal aaa THstimental 
Music, comprising the choicest picces from 

—\. Offenbach’s celebrated Operas of La Grande 
ARR. AG Ui peta Ps Belle Heéléne, Barbe Bleue | 
(Blue Beard), Oryieus, Genevieve de Bra- 
a “at et Beards, $2. 505 cloth, $3. 00; cloth, 
nM “fa ll gilt, $4.00. 
Os Brera of Der Freyschutz 
4 ‘ Don Giovanni, 
se at ede Oye thes OPS 

Parc Ae “« Faust 
led “ Lucia di Taminermoor. 
S &.  * Lucrezia. Borgia. 
© Martha. » 
| Va acd “« Norma. _ 
‘ Se dA i Pee a Pe 
fe dg “ Trovatore. 
ye of each in boards, $3.00, 

fhe Home Circle. 
Containing Marches, Walizes, Polkas, 

tisches, Redowas, . Quairilles 
Dances, Piano-for te Gems. and 
Pieces, suited to all grades of ‘players. 

fan PAC ORS, in 5 py«ate-shoeet-musie form would 

BN COE Two volumes, 

Schot:: 
Contra 

‘Pour-Il land 

ten Limes the price. 
vi eae , beards, $2, 905, Cloth, $3. 00; cloth, full 

Rs gilt. $4.00. : 

“Planoior te, Gems, 
new collecti: 

if ah rabon aah ih aitzes, I olkas, Marches, Schot- 

tisches, redowas, Lour-Handed Pieces, 

Danevilics, &e., just issued in. one book 

complete. Loards, $2.50; Cloth, §3.00; 

CAoth, fal! git, 94.0 

) ANT. POSTPAID, on 
Ms 

Mason & Hoadly’s Method. eee ; 

ee Preliminary: Beho 

‘Czerny’s 50 Studies. 

‘Czerny’s 100 Five-finger Exercises, Or 
Complete, cloth, Ms it 

is | Czerny’s (2 Easy and Progressive Les- | © ’ 

‘Heller's 25 Studics on Rhythm and Er- i 3 

; ‘Heller’s 25 Studies, Introductory to A 

| Heller’s Art of Phrasing. Op. 16. Book — 

icbtg i Kohiler’s T irst. ‘Studies. _ : 
| Kohler’s New Scheol of Velocity. Op. _ 

on of the latest favorite Noe- 

Fi 

AEW YORK. 
RECEIPT | boats PRICE. ) t 

Richardson’s New Method. 

pees eloth . we pel toe 2 

Khor’. itaterinis Dives thé Mechanical ie 
“Part of Piano-forte Playing. Cloth. 3 
Lemoine’s 50 J uvenile Studies. 2n 08. 1 

cach 2. 4) Sli etieh boar, Sen, 
Concone’s: 35 Wthaes Melodiques.. op. bs oe 

24. 2 Nos., cach .”. o i ee . “e. Seite: f 3 

Concone’s 25 Etudes Chantantes. Op. 
380. 2 Nos. yeach . let. vate + e he 

Concone’s 15 Etudes Expressives. Op. 
44. 2 Nos., cach. ’ hai ops eth ky ated ce 

Concone’s 15 Etudes de Genre et@E | 
pression. Op. 25. 2 Nos., cach. 

Czerny’s Grand Exercises of the 8cz Te | 
ee 740. A ‘Sequel — 

to psig de la Vi locité 6 bo oks, 
@€acn . « eo. ite oe @ ‘w! vais pe! 

Czerny’s 50. Grand Finishing Studies. 
Op. 409. 6 books, each. ... . 

139. 3) ‘parts, each. eke ee Clow y na 

oo sons. Op. 823. 4 books, each. .. 
Czerny’s Studies in Velocity. Op. 299. 

Stereotype. edition. 3 parts, each. 
Czerny’s Studies in Velocity. Op. 299 
Complete; bound in cloth... .% 

Ozerny’s 40 Daily Studies. Op. Se a 2 
books, each: $1 50, complete . eee 

Czerny’s 30 Nouvelles Etudes. Op. $49 
In 6 Nos., American and ‘German . 7 
Fingering, each .. 6. ie ea eee ay ee % 

pression. Op. 47. 2 boo 8, AEE aa 
and German Fingering. cae 

Heller’s 30 Progressive Rtudiess 
46. 2 beoks, each. eo. ees ee TE Bic 

of sl sa OP. 45, 2 books, Amer- a a 
ican and German Fingering, each. 1 60 

I., $175; Book I. . ger ea desea a 2 

Koller 8 12 Preparatory Studies. Op. 
ae 

as 
ee aren, oy 

Op. 50. e» un 4 

aes ea ce 0 @ 

128. 2 books, each. e. 8 ‘e e@ “e ee u 

Kohler’s Special Studies. Op. 112. 24 
boo! Ks, CNC 6 oe | avs 1 

Kohier's Hffeetive Execution. | Op. ‘is8. ia 
2hooksench« es +e 6 e.e@ ee Sa 

Plaidy’s Technical Studies. | American © * 
or Foreign MngeHOg Boards, 84085 _ 
cloth . oe ws & ee ar e @ Ad ¢ .3@ io 

RECHIP* oF PRICE. 

Eo ay & 
* 


